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20•2007 Notary Census 

With Notaries now weighing in
at 4.83 million, it is clear that
during the past several decades,
America has realized just how
important Notaries are. There
are now twice as many Notaries
as there are service men and
women in the U.S. armed forces
— active duty and reservists.

38 • Investigating Unusual Notarial Acts
A well-known gumshoe does some ‘Spade’ work to solve
three cases of bizarre notarization. The detective reports:
Never panic or allow yourself to be pressured into doing
something you’re not 100 percent sure you understand.
There’s nothing unusual about wanting to do it right. 

40•Dreams Of Perfection
Gone Awry

After the disappearance of
Florida Notary Melinda Duckett’s
son and her subsequent suicide,
police speculate she may have
used her commission to secretly
transport the 2-year-old out of
the country. He remains missing.

26 • The Real ID Act: A Storm Of Controversy
The 2005 law to regulate IDs is the most controversial
attempt to fight identity fraud in post-9/11 America, trig-
gering a nationwide dispute between state and federal
lawmakers. At least two states have repudiated the law.
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The day I graduated univer-
sity in May 1994, I rushed over
to the campus ATM to grab
some cash to celebrate. What I
discovered was devastating.

My account had been drained of $1,257.09 — virtually
every cent I had saved as a student and campus newspaper
editor. My balance was 14 cents.

The incident led to weeks of investigation and negotia-
tions involving my bank and law enforcement. It was later
discovered that criminals hacked into the payment process-
ing system of my local gas station to get account numbers.
They also used a low-tech component: One of them video-
taped unsuspecting fuel purchasers as they entered their
pin numbers. They then matched the pin numbers to the
account numbers and, presto, free cash.

This all occurred during a time when “personal” com-
puters and the Internet were infants, and uncommon.
Although the public had limited understanding of comput-
ers and data security, the cybercrime trend was already in
full swing, fueled by the likes of Kevin Mitnick (the first
hacker to make the FBI’s 10 most
wanted list) and underground
groups like “Legion of Doom”
and “Masters of Deception.” It
was a new revelation that per-
sonal information — stored as
binary code — was at risk.

The reality is that a few
sophisticated criminals are
always ahead of the technologi-
cal curve, and by the time a particular technology has
been adapted for general use, it has already been cor-
rupted by this knowledgeable few. In the next 50 years as
advancements move beyond our imagination, it will take
significant, coordinated human involvement (page 30) and
a steady application of ingenuity and perseverance to
keep our personal and financial information safe.

But you won’t be alone in the fight. The U.S. Notary
population is continuing to boom (page 20), and with
security a top priority in America, more transactions will
be protected through the careful scrutiny of Notaries.

In the end, my funds were replaced and the criminals
caught and prosecuted. But it has stayed with me as a
stark example of the risks that come with progress. We
must all be cognizant and proactive to avoid these threats
— even the ones we don’t yet know exist.
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30 • The Human Element: 2057

Experts have spent years making predictions about life in
the next 50 years and beyond. But amid the speculation,
many forecasters agree on two prognoses: the pace of
environmental, technological and societal progressions will
accelerate exponentially, and the “human element” will
remain ineradicable in these advancements.

33 • Notaries: The Cornerstone Of Secure Transactions
Paper-based transactions will markedly diminish and eventually
become a relic of the past. But human, face-to-face interaction
between a signer and a Notary will always be central to notariza-
tion, since only a human possesses the powers of discernment to
verify a signer’s willingness and awareness. 

            



“For 50 years, the National Notary Association has
been a leading educational resource for the nation’s
Notaries and a powerful advocate for the integrity
of the notarial process. I have no doubt that this
legacy of leadership will continue to make the NNA
a driving force in the coming new era of electronic

commerce and eNotarization. I certainly believe the NNA is a great
partner to government in working to assure that each technologi-
cal leap forward is balanced by the essential role of Notaries in
preserving the public trust.”

—Elaine Marshall, North Carolina Secretary of State

“As a member, I provide notarial services with confi-
dence. I know my team of experts is just a phone call
away. THE NATIONAL NOTARY magazine helps keep me
up to date with interesting articles and the latest legal
challenges. Congratulations on 50 years!”

—Elfega G. Larsen, Hayward, California

“As a longtime Notary Public, I find that my continuous
membership in the NNA is an invaluable tool. Any time
there are changes in laws or new technology affecting
Notaries, I only need to access the NNA’s Web site or
contact them by phone.”

—Norma J. Callender, San Jose, California

“I have been a proud member of the NNA since 1997.
I am very pleased that the NNA has kept me well
informed on all things pertaining to the Notary office
through its publications and eMails. Thanks for being
there for the past 50 years.”

—Betty K. Hooven, LeMoyne, Pennsylvania

“I am very pleased to congratulate the NNA on its
50th anniversary of leadership in the common law
notarial system.”

—José Flávio Bueno Fischer, President,
Brazilian Notarial Association
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throughout the United States. As the foremost authority on the American Notary office, we are
dedicated to imparting knowledge, understanding and unity among all Notaries, and instilling in
them only the highest ethical standards of conduct and sound notarial practice.

‘Yield Spread Premiums’
In the Trends & Opportunities article “Top Five Real Estate

Issues … ” in the March 2007 issue, a “yield spread premium”
is described as a practice to increase a borrower’s interest rate
or monthly mortgage. With 15 years’ experience in the mort-
gage banking field, I must point out that while this is
somewhat true, it is also misleading to put it under the head-
ing of “Predatory Lending.” 

This “premium” is actually what the lender pays a mort-
gage broker for the loan that is being sold at a certain rate.
Albeit a lower rate could eliminate the “premium,” it could
also cause a discount point fee at closing. It is most important
for borrowers to know that they are going to have to pay their
mortgage broker one way or another if they choose not to go
to a direct lender. 

Dave Corbin, Palm Springs, California

Praise For Joan Sampson
After reading the article about Notary of the Year Joan

Sampson in THE NATIONAL NOTARY, I decided to contact her for
help. I had just received my Notary commission in January
2007 and became a Certified Notary Signing Agent in Febru-
ary. I had many questions about how to get started as a
Signing Agent and did not know anyone I could turn to for
advice about my new profession.

Joan not only answered my query promptly, but she
called me during her free time and answered all my questions.
She has continued to answer my questions and has been a
tremendous help. I can see why Mrs. Sampson was chosen as
Notary of the Year. 

Diane Sugerman, Mi Wuk Village, California

Adoption Isn’t ‘Quite Vogue’
I was initially delighted to see an article about adoption

(“Guatemalan Adoption Problems” in Trends & Opportunities)
in the May 2007 issue. But my delight turned to disappoint-
ment after reading the first sentence, in which adopting
children internationally was described as “quite vogue.”
Dresses are in vogue; shoes are in vogue; objects are in vogue
— not children. 

We adopt to love and raise a child that needs a home. I
don’t think we’d ever call giving birth “quite vogue.” 

Jill Toloukian, Palo Alto, California
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Notary Association, Editorial Department, 9350 De Soto Ave.,
P.O. Box 2402, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2402.

Letters To The National Notary

50th Anniversary Messages To The Association

“I USED TO WORRY A LOT…

NNA members are protected from some of the hassle and grief of having their identities
stolen. Should you become a victim of such a crime, you are entitled to reimbursements
up to $5,000 for lost wages, attorney fees and loan application re-filings.

You get this valuable benefit, free with your NNA membership! 

So, remember to always keep your NNA membership current and continue enjoying this
and other great benefits that NNA membership offers.

New York Residents: Available only to those who joined the NNA prior to September 30, 2005.

For more information, log on to NationalNotary.org/Community
or call 1-800-US NOTARY (1-800-876-6827).

...about my identity being stolen. But now I’m 
protected, thanks to my NNA membership.”

© 2007 National Notary Association
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FROM DEBORAH M. THAW

Notaries’ Small Acts Have
Passed The Tipping Point

Notaries are taking on multiple new
personas. We now have the entrepreneur
Notary, the electronic Notary and, of
course, the traditional Notary. We have
Notaries discovering new opportunities
beyond those of the conventional bastions
of banking, law and real estate. 

In the past, Notaries have been “under
the radar” operatives whose function was
critical, but often unnoticed. Now they’re
soaring high and increasingly in the public
eye. When Malcolm Gladwell’s bestseller
“The Tipping Point: How Little Things Can
Make a Big Difference” first appeared in
2000, his idea of “social epidemics” would
hardly have involved Notaries or notarization.

Sociologically, a tipping point is that
moment in which a unique event becomes
more common. To Gladwell, it is the start
of those small actions that promote progres-
sively larger change and eventually lead to
a rapid movement from emerging trend to
standard operating procedure.

Four days at the Conference was like
being at ground zero of the tipping point. 

The social epidemics of identity theft
and paperless transactions and Notaries
coming to your home to do loan closings
increasingly have put the Notary office at
center stage.

More and more, state lawmakers are
enacting legislation defining an electronic
role for the Notary. Educational require-
ments and testing are becoming the norm
for Notaries rather than the exception. And

a growing number of Notaries can actually
support themselves in a full-time career as a
Signing Agent. 

In his book, Gladwell pointed out that
one can discern the pattern of a social epi-
demic in the ideas, behaviors and new
devices that move through the population.
And the ideas, behaviors and new devices
spotlighted at our recent Conference pro-
vide apt examples.

The idea of relying on a trusted third
party — a Notary Public — to lend
integrity to a transaction is emerging as 
a solution to everything from individual
identity protection to public document
security. Where an identity management
or document security solution is sought,
the educated and trusted Notary is now
relevant and ubiquitous. 

Abigail Adams wrote that learning is
not attained by chance, but must be sought
with ardor and attended to with diligence.
She could have been speaking to the
Notaries of the present day. 

Our accomplishments are not the result
of chance but are born out of our belief
and determination that we deliver a service
of great value to the public. We are now
past the tipping point, and the only thing
that will keep each of us from participating
in a bright new age for Notaries is a lack of
ardor and diligence.

The energy and excitement of this year’s Conference will not
readily diminish in the months ahead. How can it when we

continue to witness changes and trends that are more dramatic
and challenging than any we’ve witnessed in the past 50 years
since the founding of the NNA?

Deborah M. Thaw can be reached at
dmthaw@nationalnotary.org

NNA Notary Journals

Tamper-Proof 
Protection
Unlike other stapled bindings,
our tamper-proof, sewn 
construction prevents tampering,
making page removal virtually
impossible without detection. Inferior staple 

construction
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construction
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PROTECTS YOU

Keeping a record of your notarizations is a very 
responsible and protective move. No matter which
state you serve in, you never know when you’ll have 
to produce proof of who signed what or when.

NNA Notary Journals offer step-by-step, illustrated
instructions and two-tone columns for easy recording.
Each journal lays flat when open and provides 
tamper-proof, sewn bindings. Available in nine
beautiful hardcover designs.

Flag 
Item #6697F   

Executive Black
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Tapestry Print
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Sunset Beach
Item #6696
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All NNA Notary Journals meet or exceed
recordkeeping requirements for every state.

Members save over 10%. Purchase
three or more journals and pay only
$21.55 each.

NNA Notary Journals 
Hardcover $2395

$27.00 for Non-members 

TO ORDER 
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827) NationalNotary.org/SuppliesONLINE:

© 2007 National Notary Association
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THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 49
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Most of us are aware that security cameras watch our every move
whenever we visit the bank. And practitioners of the pre-Internet form of
identity fraud — trying to cash bogus checks — depend on the bank’s
inability to pick them out from the crowd.

But that may be changing. Several companies recently have given
those security cameras a “brain” to recognize people and remember
what they’ve done. 

Firms like 3VR Security, Inc., of San Francisco, California, have developed
facial-recognition systems that keep track of the faces they photograph and
match them to their transactions. 

Bad-check writers often revisit the same bank many times, and the new
technology is intended to catch them on their second or third visit.

Several banks — including the Bank of Hawaii and the Metropolitan
Bank in Little Rock, Arkansas — either have already installed the technol-
ogy, will soon be testing it or are seriously considering it. 

A big advantage: it saves surveillance time because the application,
rather than security personnel, searches the database.

IBM is taking a slightly different approach. They have introduced a sys-
tem that is designed to recognize suspicious behavior.

American captains of industry
are no strangers to massive
homes. Consider the Hearst
Castle in San Simeon, California,
and Microsoft CEO Bill Gates’
66,000-square-foot, $140 mil-
lion behemoth in Washington
State. But such symbols of capi-
talism don’t point to strong
corporate performance, accord-

ing to a recent study.
Finance professors David

Yermack of New York University
and Crocker Liu of Arizona State
University compared the stock 
performance of Fortune 500 com-
panies to the size and opulence of
their CEO’s homes. Their conclu-
sion: the bigger the home, the
worse the stock performance. 

On average, CEOs in the
largest homes saw their stock fall
behind the rest of the pack by 
7 percent. Yermack and Liu 
concluded that large homes indi-
cated the CEOs had become
entrenched and complacent in
their jobs.

The researchers defined large
homes as those with at least
10,000 square feet or 10 acres
of land.

The message from federal
immigration authorities is

clear: employers beware. 
While the news is peppered

with images of illegal immigrants
being deported by the busload,
the Immigration and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) has been
increasingly going after employers
who knowingly hire them.  

ICE arrests of employers who
have hired undocumented work-
ers have increased from 25 in
2002 to 718 in 2006 to 527
through the only second quarter
of this year, and counting. 

In April 2005, ICE even
planted a former illegal alien as
an informant in the employ of
IFCO Systems North America Inc.
The investigation uncovered that
some IFCO middle managers

knowingly hired undocumented
workers who had false creden-
tials. Some managers even
enlisted the informant to assist
them in bringing more illegal
immigrants into the fold. 

In April 2006, ICE searched
52 IFCO workshops in 26 states.
Seven IFCO current and former
middle managers were arrested
along with 1,187 undocumented
workers. The criminal complaint
against the managers charges that
they “knowingly conspired with
others” to utilize undocumented
workers for “commercial advan-
tage or private financial gain.”
Five of the seven defendants
pleaded guilty in February in a
New York State district court.
They could face prison terms of
up to 10 years.

Government Targets Employers
Of Undocumented Workers

Anyone who has ever disputed
an incorrect entry in a credit

report knows it can take a lot of
time, energy and extra-strength
aspirin. Even then, there’s no guar-
antee of a favorable outcome. 

Fortunately, you don’t have to
surrender. 

An often-overlooked tactic is to
take the issue directly to the creditor
who put the inaccurate information
on the report. Let them know they

made a mistake. 
Diligent recordkeeping may also

help. Keep copies of all correspon-
dence — both the items you sent and
the items you received. Note the time,
date and details of any telephone
calls, and if the dispute is filed online,
print out any relevant Web pages.

Patience is key. Disputing an
error on a credit report can some-
times take months, especially if there
are multiple errors to deal with.

Disputing Credit Report Errors

Maximum fee Virginia
Notaries may charge for
performing a traditional,
paper-based notarization. $5

Number of
existing homes

to be sold in 2007 predicted by the
National Association of Realtors.

Estimated average
cost companies
spend per identity theft victim when
databases are compromised.

$182

Maximum fee Virginia
Notaries may charge for
performing an electronic

notarization under House Bill 2058,
which was signed into law March 12.

$25

There are almost as many
Americans living and

working overseas as there are
Notaries in the United States.
But when it came time to cast
absentee ballots in the
November 2006 election, a lot
of those expatriates couldn’t
find a Notary when they
needed one.

According to a recent sur-
vey by the Overseas Vote
Foundation, 20 percent of U.S.
citizens living overseas who
tried to vote were unable to,
for such reasons as the inability
to have the ballot notarized or
locate a proper witness.

Every state has its own
requirements for overseas
absentee voting. Some require
ballots to be notarized. Others
require a U.S. citizen witness to
sign the envelope. Still others
required voters to sign affi-
davits in order to vote.

As one respondent wrote,
“The requirement to have a U.S.
citizen sign the envelope is
pointless. It’s not required that
the citizen know me. Why can’t
a Notary … or some other adult
who knows me do it?”

Numbers
By TheBy The

Security cameras that can remember a person’s features and recognize behavior patterns are
being developed for government buildings and banks.

Number of suspected
mortgage fraud
reports referred to law
enforcement by financial institutions in
fiscal 2006, according to the FBI.

35,617

Increase in the num-
ber of foreclosures in April 2007 from
the same month last year.

62%

Home Size Isn’t Everything
6.34 m

Increase in housing starts
from February 2007 to
March 2007, according to

the U.S. Department of Commerce.

0.8%

Trouble For
U.S. Voters
Overseas

‘Smart’ Cameras Track Faces 

                             



Prospective homebuyers with
bad credit or limited incomes

are facing major obstacles as
banks and mortgage brokers
tighten their lending standards.
But a number of Internet compa-
nies are offering a way around
the mortgage roadblock by “rent-
ing out” good credit histories to
paying customers.

These companies are taking
advantage of a loophole in fed-
eral credit laws that allows
people to add “authorized users”
to their credit cards. When that
happens, the credit card holder’s
credit history shows up on the
authorized users’ credit reports,
raising their overall credit rating

within a few months.
Traditionally, authorized users

have been children or spouses of
the card holder. Recently, Internet
companies have been recruiting
people with excellent credit rat-
ings, offering to pay them $200 to
$300 per added user. The compa-
nies then lend the credit histories
to house-hungry buyers as “autho-
rized users” for $1,000 to $5,000 a
pop. Although the buyer pays a
big fee, it can result in securing a
mortgage for that dream house.

But state and federal regula-
tors as well as the credit reporting
companies are taking a hard look
at the practice because of its
potential for fraud and abuse.
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Adebit card. It looks like a
credit card. It works like

a credit card. And it has all the
protections of a credit card.
Right? Wrong. 

Standard credit cards offer
a moderate level of protection
against criminals, such as the
ability to stop a payment.
Debit cards, which are linked
directly to your bank account,
generally offer less protection
against breaches. Unauthorized
debit withdrawals can result in
bounced checks, overdraft fees
and late charges. And banks
typically aren’t as quick to
investigate suspicious activity
as are credit card companies.

But you can take certain
precautions to protect your
debit card from criminals. For
example, whenever you use it,
don’t let the cashier examine it
for an unusually long time or
write anything down. 

In addition, be sure to
shield your PIN number.
Criminals have been known to
use hidden cameras to later
access numbers. 

It’s also a good idea to
avoid questionable-looking
ATMs, particularly ones with
suspicious keypads or loose
connections. 

You should also check
your account balance and
statements regularly.

Protect Your
Debit Card 

Credit ‘Rent’ Raises Concerns

Nearly one in 20 households
has at least $1 million in the bank,
according to a recent survey, with
Hawaii and New Jersey having
the largest percentage of million-
aire families in the country.

Overall, 4.8 percent of U.S.
households in 2006 had $1 mil-
lion or more available to invest,
according to Phoenix Affluent
Marketing Service’s annual 

survey of the wealthy. That repre-
sents an increase of more than
600,000 new households from
the previous year.

From 2003 until around
2005 when the real estate boom
hit its peak, the number of house-
holds breaking the million-dollar
mark has increased 63 percent
to nearly 5.4 million.

Hawaii held onto its top rank-
ing in 2006 with 6.79 percent of
its households having more than
$1 million to spend. 

“The high cost of living com-
bined with the affluent lifestyle
gives Hawaii the edge,” said
Phoenix managing director
David Thompson. “Getting on
top and staying on top are two
different things.”

New Jersey ranks second at
6.46 percent and Maryland
comes in third at 6.21 percent.
Connecticut (6.2 percent) and
Massachusetts (5.64 percent)
round out the top five.

American Workforce Embraces
Growing Career Change Trend

Best friends. Soul sisters. There are a lot of ways to describe the peo-
ple close to us who aren’t relatives. Now there is a new description that’s
growing in popularity: home co-owner.

Co-owning a home with one or more people cements friendships in
ways that wild weekend road trips and all night gab-fests can’t — with
mortgages, deeds and ownership agreements.

While the real estate market has softened — nationwide home sales
are expected to decline by 14 percent this year — home prices remain
out of reach for many, especially in major metropolitan areas where
single professionals tend to live. The median home price in the New
York City area is hovering at about $450,000. In Southern California,
the median price recently hit a record high of
$505,000.

This leaves singles little choice but to keep rent-
ing or pool their resources with friends. But experts
recommend that friends contemplating joint owner-
ship address all the potential issues before they put
their names on a mortgage. Among them: whether
to allow pets, how to handle guests, who inherits if
one owner dies, and how to make major decisions
about the property.

Best Friends Forever In Deed

Charting The Growth Of
Millionaire Households

Number Of
Millionaire
Households

2003 2004 2005 2006

5.39 
million

3.3 
million

4.45 
million

4.77 
million

Source: Phoenix Affluent Marketing Service

The Million-Dollar Family Boom

Job hopping is a common occur-
rence in today’s employment

environment as people try to
advance in their careers or bounce
back from a downsizing event. But
changing careers — such as decid-
ing to leave an office job to become
a nurse, lawyer or Notary Signing
Agent — is growing in popularity.

Simply put, more people are
willing to take a risk to try some-
thing completely new, and more
employers are becoming open to
the idea. In fact, a recent Money
Magazine/Salary.com survey found
that nearly half the employers
queried regularly focus recruiting
efforts on career changers.

One of the key reasons: people
switching careers are highly moti-
vated and will do whatever it takes
to get the proper qualifications. That
commitment makes employers who

are seeing high turnover rates espe-
cially happy.

Starting a new career takes
effort. Experts advise people to make
a commitment even before looking
for a job. Career changers who have
already taken classes and learned the
ins and outs of the new industry or
job show how motivated they are.
Additionally, being a Notary is a defi-
nite plus in several
career fields.

It’s also
a good
idea to be
patient. Don’t
quit your current
job just yet.
Sometimes
making the
change will
require several
interim steps.

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL-FREE:

NationalNotary.org/Supplies

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827)

ONLINE:
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A32606

‘NSA Q&A’
Real-World Answers to the Notary 
Signing Agent’s Most-Asked Questions

Answers you need to the questions that real-life Notary
Signing Agents ask us every day. Developed from
questions posed at NNA seminars and to the NNA
Notary Signing Agent Hotline, NSA Q&A is full of 
practical, no-nonsense solutions. You’ll learn how to
respond to the kinds of obstacles that come up when
you’re doing signings.

This book takes the guesswork out of the process and
describes in detail how you fit into the larger picture of
the mortgage loan industry.

Practical tips and a use-it-now style make it simple for
you to do your job responsibly, ethically and correctly.

$3995 Item #6991

$70.00 for Non-members 

This first-of-its-kind book provides: 
• Loan document descriptions • Illustrations
• Detailed how-to information • Commentary

Whether you are an experienced Notary Signing Agent
in need of a handy reference with answers to questions
as they arise, or are newly embarking on your education
in this lucrative field, you will find this guide to be an
invaluable asset to your business.

$1995 Item #3020

$25.00 for Non-members 

Notary Signing
Agent Resources

‘The Complete Handbook 
of Loan Documents 
and Transactions’
The Notary Signing Agent’s Illustrated 
Guide to Common and Uncommon Forms 
and How to Notarize Them
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TRENDS&&OPPORTUNITIES

At first glance, there doesn’t
appear to be any similarities

between success as a soccer goal-
keeper and as a Notary Signing Agent
… until you talk to David Turner.

He is the owner of Carolina Real
Estate Services, LLC, and he was the
goalie for the University of South
Carolina soccer team that played for
a national championship in 1993.

Turner has played goalie since he
was 8 years old, but it was a struggle
for him until he was 15. Similarly, his
career as an NSA started slowly, too.
Yet in both cases, he stuck with it,
achieved success and learned valuable
lessons in the process. 

“If you quit too soon, or give up
on yourself too soon, how can you
ever have any success? How can you
ever get to the next level if you don’t
keep trying, if you don’t keep work-
ing, if you don’t keep a positive
attitude?” he said. 

Raising the bar for the NSA profes-
sion — in terms of quality of service
and client satisfaction — is Turner’s
objective for his Asheville, North
Carolina-based company. Recently the
company has been notarizing real
estate-related documents for almost
200 loans a month, having increased
from a still-substantial 90 a month. “It
didn’t happen right away. I didn’t
expect it to happen right away, but I
persevered,” Turner said. He sees the
qualities of discipline, preparation and
training as necessary for success in
both his sport and his profession. He
dedicates a generous amount of cus-
tomer service to the latter.   

Turner thanks his aunt for intro-
ducing him to the NSA business. She
put the idea in his mind in 2000 after

Blocking Out All Obstacles:
David Turner’s Positive Attitude

THE PATH TO SUCCESS

Perseverance, willpower and taking care of others
has helped this Notary Signing Agent to prosper.

break when Beneficial Mortgage
Company of North Carolina started
using independent loan Signing
Agents. “I introduced myself, got two
branches as clients, notarized all the
loans and doubled my business right
away. I never let them down. They
knew they could count on me,”
Turner said. 

When it comes to running his
business, Turner doesn’t want to
shortchange his subcontractors so
he can make a few extra dollars. 
At the same time, he only wants
subcontractors who are proficient
enough in their work to justify 
top dollar.  

“That says something. It says that
you understand the value of your
service, you understand the impor-
tance of being an accountable
person to go out there, to follow
through and do it right,” Turner said. 

— Michael Mink

an NSA came to her business to
notarize documents for a home loan.
Turner was managing a furniture
store at the time, but he saw the
possibilities of the business and
started learning about it. Then he
went to the NNA Conference in 2003
in Orlando and took Signing Agent
classes. He found work though
Signingagent.com and other Web
sites. As he got started, he kept his
furniture store job and performed
loan signings part-time.  

Face-to-face contact with clients
helped Turner establish his new
career, and it still sustains him today.
“All you are is a voice over the phone
without it,” he said. He got his real

David Turner
Owner of Carolina Real
Estate Services, LLC. and 
Notary Signing Agent

• Education: B.S. in Management,
University of South Carolina.

• Motto: “Raise the bar.”

• Most influential person: His 
parents, with respect to building
character and integrity.

• Personal: Single.

• Hobbies: Traveling, soccer, seeing
favorite bands perform,
including Widespread
Panic, My
Morning
Jacket
and
U2.

Helpful Tips

• Never carry-over your balance. Charge
only what you can pay off before the
grace period ends, always maintaining 
a $0 balance.

• Make payments early.
• Make sure the company reports your

good payment history to credit reporting
agencies.

• After one year of on-time payments, ask
the company for a better interest rate.
Close the account if they refuse, and find
another deal.

• If you need emergency cash, consider a
short-term personal loan instead of a
cash advance from your credit card.

Source: Bankrate.com

General rules for making high-cost credit
cards work for you:The meltdown of the sub-

prime mortgage market —
which focused on borrowers
with bad credit or limited
incomes — has captured a lot
of headlines and Congressional
attention in recent months. But
the next wave of ink and
action may be triggered by the
credit card versions of high-
risk home loans.

The credit card market is
one of the banking industry’s
most profitable niches, and the
subprime card segment has
become a cash cow. Marketers
of the products claim they 
are a way for the 80 million
Americans with bad or no credit
to establish good histories. But

it comes at a price.
Some companies charge

set-up fees of $175 or more on
a card with a credit limit of
$250. And 20 percent interest
rates can double at the slight-
est payment hiccup. And that’s
in addition to penalty fees of
$25 to $35. Subprime card
holders have to be very careful
not to incur more in interest
and penalties than in straight
charges.

Congress is considering
several bills that would curb
the worst practices in the sub-
prime market — including
those of younger borrowers
with little or no experience
with credit cards.

High Prices For Home Credit
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The 2007 I.D. Checking Guide provides
full-color pictures and specifications 
for each state’s driver’s license;
descriptions of nondriver, military 
and immigration IDs; plus credit card
descriptions and pictures…everything a
Notary needs to accept out-of-state
IDs with confidence.

Drivers License Guide Co., 

softcover, 6" x 9", 96 pages.

$2195 Item #5507

Available to NNA members only.

I.D. Checking Guide International
Edition is the only printed guide that
shows full-color samples of driver’s

licenses and identity 
cards for 143 countries and 

includes a complete checklist of 
document-specific characteristics.

Drivers License Guide Co., 

softcover, 6" x 9", 208 pages.

$3395 Item #6507

Available to NNA members only.

I.D. Checking Guide 
International Edition

The 2007 
I.D. Checking Guide

When it comes to verifying
information, ensure accuracy!

NationalNotary.org/Supplies
© 2007 National Notary Association

TO ORDER 
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827)

ONLINE: S o u rce Code

A32606

New
Edition
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ASSOCIATION NEWS

For many people, pets are part
of the family — and some-

times the vet bills to keep them
healthy can match the medical
bills of any human. 

To help NNA members care
for their pets, Veterinary Pet
Insurance Company (VPI) is offer-
ing a 5 percent discount on
insurance plans for NNA mem-
bers. Insurance can help cover the
often high costs of veterinary
treatments, surgeries, lab fees, X-
rays and other medical charges
that might be incurred while car-
ing for a pet.

In addition, VPI plans allow
policyholders to select their choice
of veterinarian without 

pre-approval and also include dis-
counts on pet products and
services. For more information,
visit www.membernetusa.net/NNA
and select “Pet Insurance” from the
menu on the left side of the page.

NNA Conference 2008 To
Commence In New Orleans

Thanks to the efforts of con-
cerned local Notaries and the

NNA, a bill in North Carolina that
would ban independent Notaries
from conducting routine real estate
signings has been defeated.

The measure, Senate Bill
764, was introduced by local
attorneys who insisted they were
intent on protecting consumers.
In reality, the bill would have
established the first statute-man-
dated monopoly over real estate
closing services in the country. 

NNA staff members spread

the word among Notaries
throughout the state, as well as
among public officials and perti-
nent executives in affected
industries, who in turn fought to
halt the bill.

The NNA also generated
media attention with articles
opposing SB 764 running in a
variety of publications. Among
them: NC Lawyers Weekly, the
Charlotte Business Journal, The
Daily Reflector of Greenville,
North Carolina, The Legal
Description and The Title Report.

Notaries, NNA Defeat Anti-NSA Bill

The National Notary Association has announced that
Conference 2008 will be held in New Orleans, Louisiana —
a city rich in history, culture, music, arts and inspiration.  

The nation’s largest gathering of Notaries will take place
May 27 through May 30 at the Hilton New Orleans
Riverside hotel along the Mississippi River, a stone’s throw
from the French Quarter. 

New Orleans has been rejuvenated in the wake of
Hurricane Katrina — its buildings have been repaired and
its vibrant spirit has been reignited. The southern metropolis
known as the “Big Easy” is primed to host the “Notary event
of the year.” The NNA supports New Orleans and is proud
to be celebrating Conference 2008, the 30th of its kind, in a
city that has conquered such adversity!
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Officials from the National
Notary Association will be

exhibiting its Electronic Notary
Seal (ENS™) to attendees of the
International Association of
Clerks, Recorders, Election
Officials and Treasurers
(IACREOT) annual summer con-
ference, July 17–21 in Charlotte,
North Carolina.

IACREOT is a global organiza-
tion consisting of governmental

officials responsible for finance,
land records, court records and
elections. The ENS has had
tremendous nationwide impact
among many of IACREOT’s mem-
bers, particularly in Pennsylvania
with the Commonwealth’s
Electronic Notarization Initiative.

This year’s IACREOT confer-
ence will focus on technology 
and issues affecting land record-
ing offices.

IACREOT To Examine ENS Benefits

Notaries Embrace
Screenings

NSAs have responded enthusias-
tically to the National Notary
Association’s upgraded Certified
Notary Signing Agent and
Background Screening Program, and
a big reason is because the back-
ground screenings are so thorough.

These screenings, along with spe-
cial compliance training, were added
to the NSA Program to help lenders
and title companies meet regulatory
standards of the federal Gramm-
Leach-Bliley Act.

The background checks that some
states currently require for Notary
commission applicants do not meet
federal guidelines because they consult
only limited criminal databases. 

The NNA’s screening process goes
far beyond these state checks — certi-
fying identity; checking federal, state
and local criminal history; and check-
ing the known-terrorist list. The NNA
screening also can be verified and
audited by any government agency.

2008 NOTY Search Underway
The search is underway for the NNA’s 2008 Notary of the Year.

The process starts with you, our members, submitting nominations for
the Notary you believe sets a level of ethical and professional conduct
that all Notaries can emulate and admire. The recipient, chosen by the
NNA’s Notary of the Year Selection Committee, truly sets an example by
a commitment to excellence — perhaps working to enact a needed
Notary law or serving the disabled.

Notary of the Year candidates should have uncompromising
integrity both as a Notary and as a person. 

In addition, nominees should
properly abide by each Notary
law in their state and should fol-
low all Notary best practices.

Candidates also should be
active in improving the state of the
Notary Public office — whether
through mentoring, being 
involved in legislative initiatives or
making a positive difference in
other ways. 

For more information, eMail
NOTY@nationalnotary.org or call
(818) 739-4000 and ask for the
Public Affairs Department.

NationalNotary.org/NOTYwww.NationalNotary.org/NSACertification

www.NationalNotary.org

YOUR BENEFITS: Keep Your Pets
Protected With VPI Insurance

NNA’s Everyday
Discounts by
Entertainment®

Special offers and great savings on
dining, shopping, travel, theme
parks, movie tickets, top Web deals
and more available through Entertainment®.

Unlimited-Use, Toll-Free Hotline Support
Our most popular and helpful service. Get expert advice
right over the phone!

$5,000 Personal Identity Theft Insurance
$5,000 coverage is included with membership. It’s
automatic — there’s no application required! 
New York residents: Available only to those who joined the NNA prior to September 30, 2005.

24-Hour Member Community Access Online
Research NNA archives, review legislative information, get
answers to basic Notary questions and much more.

Monthly Updates
The National Notary magazine brings you time-saving
tips, practical advice and how-to articles for your Notary
and non-Notary careers.

The Notary Bulletin newspaper provides the latest news on
law and procedure changes affecting how you perform your
official duties.

Discounts on Supplies
Save up to 40% on Notary, career and business tools.

And Much More!
Professional training programs…privileges and partner
discounts…unsurpassed how-to books…and more!

Enjoy the benefits of a 
National Notary 

Association 
Membership

1-Year Membership 
Only $52!

Joining is fast and easy!

By Phone: 1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827)

Online: www.NationalNotary.org/Join

Make sure your membership covers
the length of your commission.

1-Year Membership, only $52
2 Years: $89 — Save $15.00
3 Years: $126 — Save $30.00
4 Years: $163 — Save $45.00
5 Years: $200 — Save $60.00

Additional Years: $37.00 each

TO JOIN 
CALL TOLL-FREE:

NationalNotary.org/Join

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827)

ONLINE:

© 2007 National Notary Association

MAIL OR FAX: COMPLETE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 49
S o u rce Code

A32606
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FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

The National Notary
Association unveiled a new

and exciting member section at
Conference 2007 that’s designed
to aid Notaries employed as
legal professionals.

The Legal Professionals
Section will offer NNA mem-
bers who work as paralegals,
document preparers, legal sec-
retaries and legal assistants
specialized information on
Notaries and notarial law as it
applies to their jobs. It’s dedi-
cated to providing all legal
support professionals with the
tools, knowledge, strategies
and information they need to
be successful in their rapidly

evolving field.
Section Membership

includes the quarterly LEGAL

PROFESSIONALS SECTION

Newsletter, periodic eMail noti-
fications and unlimited access
to our informative members-
only Web site. Members will
also have access to compre-
hensive, state-specific law
databases; a directory of regis-
tered Notaries; and features on
apostilles, electronic notariza-
tion legislation, discussion of
ethical issues and more.

For more information or to
join the Legal Professionals
Section, visit
NationalNotary.org/legalinfo.

Legal Professionals Section
Unveiled At Conference 2007

rapid transition to electronic documents and
business processes through eNotarization.

Government, industry and the public
now know that the essential role of the
Notary — for both paper and electronic
documents — is to provide independent
verification of a signer’s identity, willingness
and awareness and, thereby, to authenticate
documents for both legal and public
records purposes. As a result, many govern-
ments and industries regard eNotarization
as a “security procedure” in ensuring the
legal enforceability of their documents.

While electronic documents have posed
significant security challenges — particularly
in their ability to allow virtually undetectable
changes at any time — there is now tech-
nology that enables relying parties to verify
the authenticity and integrity of an electroni-
cally notarized document. In addressing this,
we have also had to overcome the chal-
lenge of developing technological means
and processes that allow relying parties to
positively identify the Notary and verify that
he or she was the one who actually affixed
the Notary seal.

It is now standard that electronic docu-
ments authenticated with notarial acts contain
a Notary’s eSignature, electronic seal and
electronic notarial certificate imbedded within
them so that interested parties can indepen-
dently verify the Notary’s commission and
authority. This standard also requires that any
subsequent changes to the eNotarized docu-
ment’s contents or signature be rendered
evident. In fact, the eNotarization guidelines

approved by the National Association of
Secretaries of State expressly incorporate
these security requirements.

Another important aspect for establish-
ing the veracity of a notarization is the
creation of a record in a bound or elec-
tronic journal, even if a journal is not
required by state law in a given instance.
Nearly half of the states require Notaries to
keep a record of each notarization in an
official journal. And Virginia even requires
the use of an electronic Notary journal for
all electronic notarial acts. The journal entry
preserves an entirely separate and indepen-
dent record of the transaction. It can be of
great value in the event that the document
is lost, damaged or contested in court. 

All of these legal standards and require-
ments have been met and exceeded in the
NNA’s ENS™ Program, which employs
Electronic Notary Seals and the National
eNotary Registry™. As a result, the ENS
Program has been awarded accreditation by
the Mortgage Bankers Association’s (MBA)
standard-setting body for secure digital
identity credentials — the Secure Identity
Services Accreditation Corporation (SISAC).
That means SISAC and the MBA have certi-
fied that the ENS program is reliable,
trusted and secure for use in real estate
transactions across the nation.

Notaries now have a springboard into
the electronic future as information assurance
agents, making the Notary more important
than ever in identifying the signer and ensur-
ing the integrity of the document’s contents.

By Timothy S. Reiniger, Esq.
treiniger@nationalnotary.org

Notaries Make Electronic
Transactions Trustworthy  

For years, Notaries have been relied on to authenticate docu-
ments and enable the legal enforceability of transactions. That

role has been significantly strengthened as the nation continues its

www.NationalNotary.org/Legalinfo

NNA Business Cards

Shown: Notary Signing Agent – Certified
and Background Screened version

Shown: Notary Signing Agent version

TRADITIONAL 
BUSINESS CARDS

MAGNETIC 
BUSINESS CARDS

ROLODEX® CARDS

*Available to NNA Certified and Background Screened 
Notary Signing Agents only

**Available to NNA Certified Notary Signing Agents only

***Available to NNA Notary Signing Agent Section 
Members only

†Available to NNA Members only

Shown: Notary Signing Agent – Certified version

So Many Ways 
to Stay at Your 
Customers’ Fingertips
Our business cards make it easy and
convenient for your customers to contact
you. Generate repeat business with these
elegant and professional cards — now
available in four styles for each area of
Notary specialization. Whether you are a
Notary, a Notary Signing Agent, an NNA
Certified Notary Signing Agent, or an NNA
Certified and Background Screened Notary
Signing Agent, we offer a business card
style to suit your needs. 

New
Design!

250 Cards: $69.95 Item #7389
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery

1000 Cards: $49.95 Item #7385
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

1000 Cards: $59.95 Item #7383
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery

Available in 4 Designations
Be sure to indicate the designation
letter of your choice when ordering.
For example: Item # 7382-A.

A. Notary Signing Agent – Certified 
and Background Screened*

B. Notary Signing Agent – Certified**
C. Notary Signing Agent***
D. Notary Public†

NationalNotary.org/Supplies
© 2007 National Notary Association

TO ORDER 
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827)

ONLINE: S o u rce Code

A32606

Shown: Notary Signing Agent – Certified version 

Shown: Notary Public version

DELUXE BUSINESS CARDS

1000 Cards: $59.95 Item #7387
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery

Includes these 
“Notarization Musts” inside:

• The document signer must 
personally appear…

• The Notary must identify the signer…
• The Notary must be impartial 

and disinterested…
• The Notary must make a record…
• The Notary must hold and scan 

the document…
• The Notary must not certify a copy of a 

birth certificate or other vital record…
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THE PERSON SITTING NEXT TO YOU IN A RESTAURANT OR

ON A PLANE COULD VERY WELL BE A NOTARY PUBLIC.

The 74,916 cheering (or crying) fans who filled
Dolphin Stadium last January for Super Bowl XLI

probably didn’t know it, but sitting among them may
have been more than 1,200 Notaries. That’s
presuming, of course, that Notaries love football.

At John Mayer’s recent performance at the famed
Hollywood Bowl, odds are that there were about 280
Notaries in the audience of 17,416.

The point: Notaries are everywhere, and in record
numbers. There are more than 4.83 million of them in
the United States and its territories, according to the
National Notary Association’s 2007 Notary Census.
That’s one Notary for every 62 people.

There are now two times as many Notaries as
there are service men and women in the U.S. armed
forces — active duty and reservists.

If you happen to be in a restaurant and someone
calls out, “Is there a doctor in the house?” you’ll be six
times more likely to find a Notary than an M.D.

There are more Notaries in America than there are
people in 29 of the 50 states. American Notaries also
outnumber the populations of 88 nations, including
Norway, New Zealand, Costa Rica and Mongolia.

If you had every Notary in the United States lie
down head to foot — assuming they were willing —
they would stretch from Honolulu to Washington,
D.C., or a distance of approximately 5,000 miles.

Perhaps the most significant tidbit of all is the fact
that while the U.S. population has increased 50 percent
since the NNA conducted the first Notary census in
1972, the number of Notaries has increased 169 percent.

Clearly, during the past several decades, America
has realized just how important Notaries are. The
period from the early 1970s to the early 1990s showed
explosive growth — registering double-digit increases
for every Notary census between 1977 and 1992. After
a brief slowdown in the mid 1990s, the growth rates
have rebounded recently after slowing in the 

KNOCKING ON THE
DOOR OF 5 MILLION
KNOCKING ON THE
DOOR OF 5 MILLION
By Michael Lewis
mlewis@nationalnotary.org

Alabama 67,593 64,698 2,895 4% 4,599,030 1,470 38
Alaska 12,679 11,945 734 6% 670,053 1,892 18
Arizona (e) 73,000 73,343 (343) (0%) 6,166,318 1,184 40
Arkansas 52,956 50,696 2,260 4% 2,810,872 1,884 22
California 292,170 159,000 133,170 84% 36,457,549 801 49
Colorado 110,848 95,397 15,451 16% 4,753,377 2,332 6
Connecticut 54,089 50,039 4,050 8% 3,504,809 1,543 36
Delaware 8,945 8,160 785 10% 853,476 1,048 47
Dist. Of Columbia (e) 9,500 7,500 2,000 27% 581,530 1,634 37
Florida 436,655 364,453 72,202 20% 18,089,888 2,414 5
Georgia 173,602 160,000 13,602 9% 9,363,941 1,854 15
Guam 531 501 30 6% 171,019 310 52
Hawaii (e) 10,000 5,000 5,000 100% 1,285,498 778 50
Idaho 25,632 22,445 3,187 14% 1,466,465 1,748 21
Illinois 198,421 190,118 8,303 4% 12,831,970 1,546 35
Indiana 122,950 100,000 22,950 23% 6,313,520 1,947 1
Iowa 57,490 50,009 7,481 15% 2,982,085 1,928 23
Kansas 56,020 55,000 1,020 2% 2,764,075 2,027 16
Kentucky 92,270 80,000 12,270 15% 4,206,074 2,194 12
Louisiana 61,617 62,484 (867) (1%) 4,287,768 1,437 43
Maine 30,506 25,210 5,296 21% 1,321,574 2,308 10
Maryland 86,180 82,868 3,312 4% 5,615,727 1,535 34
Massachusetts 114,531 131,337 (16,806) (13%) 6,437,193 1,779 29
Michigan 118,181 149,204 (31,023) (21%) 10,095,643 1,171 46
Minnesota 94,402 91,259 3,143 3% 5,167,101 1,827 25
Mississippi 35,126 31,618 3,508 11% 2,910,540 1,207 45
Missouri 74,864 71,531 3,333 5% 5,842,713 1,281 44
Montana (e) 21,000 18,545 2,455 13% 944,632 2,223 11
Nebraska 33,497 22,000 11,497 52% 1,768,331 1,894 24
Nevada 37,000 26,889 10,111 38% 2,495,529 1,483 28
New Hampshire 38,818 25,000 13,818 55% 1,314,895 2,952 3
New Jersey 246,510 150,000 96,510 64% 8,724,560 2,825 4
New Mexico 32,049 33,937 (1,888) (6%) 1,954,599 1,640 31
New York 273,669 250,274 23,395 9% 19,306,183 1,418 39
North Carolina 164,070 205,430 (41,360) (20%) 8,856,505 1,853 17
North Dakota 12,134 11,535 599 5% 635,867 1,908 27
Ohio 228,247 300,000 (71,753) (24%) 11,478,006 1,989 19
Oklahoma 83,015 76,807 6,208 8% 3,579,212 2,319 8
Oregon 48,260 44,322 3,938 9% 3,700,758 1,304 42
Pennsylvania 78,098 91,456 (13,358) (15%) 12,440,621 628 51
Puerto Rico 8,028 7,000 1,028 15% 3,927,776 204 53
Rhode Island (e) 21,000 19,714 1,286 7% 1,067,610 1,967 20
S. Carolina 134,701 128,545 6,156 5% 4,321,249 3,117 2
S. Dakota 18,159 18,067 92 1% 781,919 2,322 9
Tennessee 94,968 164,045 (69,077) (42%) 6,038,803 1,573 33
Texas 398,159 352,693 45,466 13% 23,507,783 1,694 26
Utah 20,237 22,242 (2,005) (9%) 2,550,063 794 48
Vermont 12,928 14,668 (1,740) (12%) 623,908 2,072 14
Virginia (e) 120,000 159,814 (39,814) (25%) 7,642,884 1,570 32
W. Virginia 45,464 39,827 5,637 14% 1,818,470 2,500 7
Washington 83,313 76,737 6,576 9% 6,395,798 1,303 41
Wisconsin 96,009 92,330 3,679 4% 5,556,506 1,728 30
Wyoming 11,178 13,820 (2,642) (19%) 515,004 2,170 13
Total: 4,831,269 4,559,512 271,757 6% 303,497,279 1,592

State 2007 
Notaries

2002 
Notaries

2007-2002
Difference % Change

Census 2006
General 

Population

2007 Notaries
Per 100,000 of

Population

2007 
Ranking

OFFICIAL NNA 2007 NOTARY CENSUS

(e) In each of six jurisdictions, the totals cited are estimates only.  The Arizona Secretary of State’s office could not provide an exact count for “technical reasons;” District of Columbia officials could only provide “an
estimate;” Hawaii officials provided an estimate because their office is not computerized; Montana officials could only give an estimate because of “technical difficulties;” Rhode Island officials could offer only a
“best estimate” because they had difficulty separating the current list of commissioned Notaries from those that have expired or resigned; and Virginia officials could not provide an exact count because an outside company
maintains their Notary database.
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mid-1990s. The 2002 count (4.56 million) was 5.5 percent
more than the 1997 tally (4.29 million). And the latest
census posted a healthy 6 percent growth since 2002.

“Notaries are an important indicator of economic
progress. Without them, business simply couldn’t be
conducted,” said Timothy S. Reiniger, Executive Director
of the NNA. 

“As they play an increasingly vital role in real estate
transactions, in electronic commerce and in deterring
identity crimes, their services will be needed in the future
more than ever,” Reiniger said. 

The Ups And Downs
Overall, 37 states, the District of Columbia, Puerto

Rico and Guam posted gains in the most recent Notary
count, and 13 states showed declines.

The state with the most Notaries is Florida (436,655).
The Sunshine State has held the top spot since the 1992
count when it pushed Texas to the number two spot
where it has remained ever since. The Lone Star state
currently is home to 398,159 Notaries.

California comes in third with 292,170 Notaries. While
the Golden State has the most residents (36 million and
counting) this is the first time its Notary total has cracked
the top three. California’s tally also represents the largest
total gain from the previous census, adding 133,170
Notaries since 2002. That’s an 83 percent increase.

“It looks like [the gain] was driven primarily by the
real estate boom of the past four or five years,” said Evan

Goldberg, Chief Deputy Secretary of State for California.
“During the boom, many lenders expanded their practice
of Signing Agents and Notaries.”

While Florida and Texas have shared the top two
spots for every census, the third spot has traditionally
seen more fluctuation. South Carolina, New York and
Illinois have all occupied third place. 

In 2002, Ohio held the spot with 300,000 Notaries.
This year, it falls to sixth place with 228,247. That’s the
biggest decline in Notary population for 2007.

The decline could well be due to the region’s
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Comparing Professions
Notaries play such an important role in
American society that they outnumber
many vital professions.
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Notaries, Notaries And More Notaries
If you happen to live in South Carolina or New

Hampshire, the next time you attend a family reunion,
ask around. There’s a good chance you’ll discover that
your second cousin is a Notary. 

South Carolina may rank 11th in total number of
Notaries, but the Palmetto State has more Notaries per
capita than any other state. In fact, there is one Notary for
every 31 residents. New Hampshire is a close second in
per capita ratio with one Notary for every 33 residents.

Hawaii, despite doubling the number of Notaries,
merely has one Notary per 128 islanders. And while
California has 292,170 Notaries, that’s only one for every
125 residents.

Ironically, California today has many more Notaries
than gloomily predicted three years ago by opponents of
the state’s now-mandatory Notary education program.
Rather than depressing the number of Notaries,
education appears to have fostered their proliferation to
unprecedented levels in the state. California may provide
a valuable lesson for other states needing more Notaries
to serve their citizens.

struggling economy, said Patrick Gallaway, director of
communications for the Ohio Secretary of State’s office.
“The economy has been struggling. Some parts of the
state are doing well, but others are not.”

Traditionally, areas of the country going through
economic doldrums have seen the number of Notaries
stagnate or decline. The less economic activity, the less
businesses and law firms need Notaries’ services.

New York comes in fourth place with 273,669 Notaries
and New Jersey is fifth with 246,510. The New Jersey count
represents a 64 percent increase from the previous census,
when it came in at 150,000. 

The 2007 numbers for New Jersey and California may
be big gains from the 2002 census, but both states lagged
well behind Hawaii’s increase, which also may have
benefited from the real estate boom. Hawaii has an
estimated 10,000 Notaries, which is double the number it
had five years ago. The real estate boom has been so
robust, it’s been credited with helping to turn Hawaii into
the most affluent state in the country, with millionaires
accounting for 6.8 percent of the population, according
to a recent survey.

Florida .................... 436,655
Texas .......................... 398,159
California .................. 292,170
New York .................. 273,669
New Jersey ................ 246,510

* Number of Notaries

Hawaii ............................100%

California ........................ 83%

New Jersey ...................... 64%

New Hampshire .............. 55%

Nebraska ........................ 52%

States With Most Notaries*

Biggest Percentage Gains

California ................ +133,170
New Jersey .............. +96,510
Florida ...................... +72,202
Texas ........................ +45,466
New York .................. +23,395

* Change in number of Notaries

Ohio  . . . . . . . . . . . . -71,753
Tennessee  . . . . . . . . . -69,077
North Carolina  . . . . .-41,360
Virginia  . . . . . . . . . . .-39,814
Michigan  . . . . . . . . . -31,023

** Change in number of Notaries

The Biggest Gains*

The Steepest Declines**
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approved by the state Legislature. Maine officials called
for a repeal of the law, citing privacy concerns and an
excessive burden on Maine taxpayers. Idaho was the
next state to follow with a similar resolution in March.
Other states, including Rhode Island, Georgia, Kentucky
and Maryland, have introduced resolutions questioning
the REAL ID Act that are still under debate by lawmakers.

THE FIGHT AGAINST FRAUD
Supporters of the REAL ID Act have praised it as an

important step in standardizing identification documents
in the United States, which will help deter the
widespread manufacture of fake IDs.

“Currently, our system of identification in the 50
states includes over 200 nonstandard variations of driver’s
licenses, some with little or no security,” said Robert
Siciliano, a Boston, Massachusetts-based security and ID
theft prevention consultant. “Any additional layers of
protection are certainly a step in the right direction.

“Our IDs are based on easily counterfeited
documentation and Social Security numbers,” he said.
“Right now, fake IDs are being manufactured on college
campuses and are available online for a fee. Social Security
numbers also are available for sale online. We need more
secure IDs which properly authenticate the bearer.”

A BIG TARGET
The idea of collecting and maintaining large amounts

of personal information within a centralized, linked
nationwide database is sending chills down the spines of
many privacy advocates. Similar databases used by
companies such as DSW and ChoicePoint have been
successfully breached by identity thieves in highly
publicized cases. 

“The Act effectively creates a national database
which will have data on almost everyone in the country,”
said Paul Kocher, president and chief scientist with the
security consulting firm Cryptography Research in San
Francisco, California. “In general, complex distributed
systems are notoriously hard to secure.”

Kocher is concerned that the Act has not taken
consumer privacy issues into account. “The U.S. currently
has no comprehensive privacy legislation,” he said. “We
need clear guidelines about the collection and retention
of data about consumers. If we do not adopt reasonable
rules now, there will eventually be a major crisis that
spurs a set of extreme rules.”

Though the REAL ID Act is intended to stop potential
criminals and terrorists from obtaining IDs under false
pretenses, many legitimate citizens may be prevented
from receiving identification under the Act’s rules. Wendy
Weiser, an attorney at New York University’s Brennan

Center of Justice, conducted a study on identification and
testified before the Senate about the REAL ID Act. Her
findings indicated that many poor and elderly citizens
would have problems proving who they are when the
Act goes fully into effect.

“What we found is that people with lower incomes are
significantly less likely to have basic ID than others,” Weiser
said. “We found that at least 12 percent of Americans
earning less than $25,000 a year don’t have ID.”

Weiser cited another report that 78 percent of African
Americans ages 18–24 don’t have driver’s licenses.
Compounding the issue, many older African Americans
born during the 1940s and 1950s lack birth certificates
because segregation laws of the period denied parents
hospital services, Weiser said. As a result, many African
American children were born at home. Other older
citizens lack birth certificates because they were lost or
the hospital or records office where they were stored no
longer exists, she added.

The Brennan Center’s study also found that even
when people have access to their citizenship documents,
in many cases the documents do not reflect the person’s
current name. For example, the survey results showed that
only 48 percent of voting-age women with access to vital
records have a birth certificate that lists their current legal
name — as opposed to a name they had before marriage,
divorce, or another name change — and only 66 percent
have ready access to any type of citizenship document
with their current legal name. That translates into as many
as 32 million voting-age women whose citizenship
documents do not show their current legal names.

“It’s a really difficult problem,” Weiser said. “I think
[the Act] has assumptions that might not be achievable
with what kind of paperwork most Americans have.”

THE FUTURE OF THE ACT
Given the widespread negative backlash against

several of the REAL ID Act provisions, a change to the
law in the near future looks highly likely. In March, the
federal government pushed back the deadline for REAL
ID Act compliance to 2009. There is also strong pressure
in Congress for a repeal or significant revision of the
law. Senators Daniel Akaka of Hawaii and John Sununu
of New Hampshire have introduced a bill, S. 717, to
repeal portions of the Act and give states more flexibility
in regulating issuance of IDs. 

The controversy surrounding the REAL ID Act shows
that serious questions remain as to what constitutes
reasonable requirements for state governments and
individuals in the effort to improve ID security. How
those questions will ultimately be resolved remains to 
be seen.
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THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S EFFORTS TO STANDARDIZE

ID CARDS HAVE IGNITED DEBATE ACROSS THE NATION.

It’s been called a defense against terrorism, an
invasion of privacy and an expensive bureaucratic

nightmare. 
Known as the REAL ID Act, the federal

government’s 2005 law to regulate IDs throughout the
country has been one of the most controversial
attempts to fight identity theft and fraud in post-9/11
America, triggering a nationwide dispute between state
and federal lawmakers that has yet to be resolved. And
at least two states have repudiated the law.

The REAL ID Act is a federal anti-terrorism and
security law that sets national rules for issuing driver’s
licenses and identification cards and mandating
training and background check procedures for motor
vehicle department employees. 

Among the minimum security standards each
state is responsible for upholding:

• IDs must include “physical security features” and
a “common machine-readable technology.” 

• People applying for identification will be
required to provide documentation of their name,
residential address, Social Security number and proof
of lawful presence in the United States.

• States will be required to participate in linked
databases to share and reference stored driver’s
license information.

Originally, any ID that did not meet the Act’s
standards by 2008 would be refused by federal
agencies. Residents of states that did not meet the
Act’s requirements by the deadline would be unable
to use their driver’s licenses to board airplanes, enter
federal buildings or participate in any other activity
that requires a federally accepted ID.

The Act has drawn emotionally charged reactions
from state lawmakers because they are expected to
shoulder most of the estimated $14.6 billion cost of
implementation. In January 2007, Maine became the
first state to reject the REAL ID Act in a resolution

THE REAL ID ACT: A
STORM OF CONTROVERSY
THE REAL ID ACT: A
STORM OF CONTROVERSY
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and services. These experts could
advise both upper management
and staff Notaries on rules and
correct procedures.

One such “expert” is Joan
Sampson of Roseville, California,
who has been working with Towne
Development of Sacramento since
2004. She established a notarial
conduct policy for the company
upon her arrival.

“Notaries have fiduciary as
well as moral and ethical
responsibilities, and I saw right
away that not having some type of
policy for Notaries could have
affected the company severely
later on,” said Sampson, the NNA’s
2007 Notary of the Year. 

PERSONAL KNOWLEDGE
Many employers ask their

employee Notaries not to request
identification from signers. They
see it as a burden that might
discourage a client from coming
back. However, identifying the
signer is crucial — and required
by law — because it helps 
prevent fraud.

Notaries may forgo asking for
identification if they have personal
knowledge — beyond reasonable
doubt, based on many interactions
over a substantial period of time
— that the signer is who he or she
claims to be, but they cannot rely
on the employer’s personal
knowledge of the signer.

A JOURNAL POLICY
Not every state requires

Notaries to maintain a journal of
notarial acts. But all companies
should. “A journal is absolutely
vital. It aids in both a company’s
defense if a notarization gets
questioned, as well as in conflict
resolution,” said Bill Gimbel,
General Manager of  CBCInnovis
Nationwide Document Service in
Chandler, Arizona. 

Among other things, a journal
entry can establish that the
company took reasonable care to
avoid negligence.  

UNDER LOCK AND KEY
If a Notary’s seal and journal

fall into the wrong hands, the
possibility of fraud increases
dramatically. “It’s simply good
business practice to safeguard
your Notary tools,” Sampson said.
“If someone ever used your
Notary seal improperly, the Notary
could be held liable, the entire
transaction could become null and
void, and the financial impact on
the company that employs the
Notary could be huge.” 

To protect journals and seals,
employee Notaries should be
given a place in the office — such
as a fireproof cabinet — to lock
them up when not in use. And
only the Notary should have access
to this secure location. 

INSURANCE
Like all humans, Notaries make
mistakes. But the companies that
employ them may be asked to pay
the tab. Managers shouldn’t expect
Notaries’ surety bonds — in those
states that even require them — to
provide any protection. Any
damages paid out by the bond
company must be repaid by 
the Notary.

The only real protection is
errors and omissions (“E & O”)
insurance. E & O insurance, which
is optional, protects the Notary
from damages due to unintentional
errors (intentional actions are not
covered). The Notary does not
have to repay this money.

“Having this insurance adds to
the credibility and professional
image of Notaries,” Gimbel said.
“Many clients we have worked
with insisted that our Notaries
have it.”
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A POLICY OF PREPAREDNESS AND FOLLOWING THE

RULES CAN HELP BUSINESSES PREVENT LAWSUITS.

There are 4.83 million Americans commissioned as
Notaries, and more organizations than ever

before — from independent document service
companies to conglomerates like Federal Express —
are asking their employees to become Notaries to
offer better service to their customers. 

Employers focused on the bottom line might be
tempted to treat notarial acts as just another service,
to be modified and adjusted to please their customers
no matter what the demands. But a faulty
notarization, intentional or not, could result in major
financial damage.

To avoid such issues, prudent companies
implement “risk management” systems for their
Notaries, said Joyce Gandelman, attorney and
Notary for the law firm Brunn and Flynn in
Modesto, California.

“If you’re your own boss and a signer asks you
to do something you’re not supposed to do, that’s

one thing. But if it’s your boss asking you to do
something illegal, that can be very intimidating for
the Notary,” Gandelman said. “Having a risk
management policy for Notaries helps avoid this
situation, because now they have something to point
to if asked to do something wrong.”

THE STAFF ‘EXPERT’
Unfortunately, companies all too often look for

shortcuts to save money and create convenience for
their customers. Some employers, for example, see no
harm in stamping, dating and even signing mass
quantities of notarial certificates in advance so they’re
ready for customer signatures later.

Employee Notaries may find it difficult to tell their
bosses that such a time-saving procedure is illegal and
could land them in court should anyone question a
notarization. That’s why companies should appoint a
Notary specialist to supervise in-house notarial duties
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he world today is awash with visions of
the future — alternately utopian and
apocalyptic, and delivered wholesale
through film, television, books and inter-

active games — and experts are beginning to
agree that humans and technology will co-evolve
in their marriage of dependence. 

Futurists, scientists, environmentalists, theolo-
gians, bioethicists and scholars have spent years
making predictions about — and preparing for —
life in the next 50 years and beyond. Yet amid the

vast landscape of speculation, many forecasters
agree on two prognoses: the pace of environ-
mental, technological and societal progressions
will accelerate exponentially, and the “human ele-
ment” will remain ineradicable in these
advancements in future society.

Woven within these predictions lies an often
overlooked reality: Ethics, integrity and charac-
ter in the human-technology relationship will be
the cornerstone in maintaining security and
benevolence in future society. The debate over

whether we could do something technolog-
ical versus whether we should has already
begun amongst ethicists, but that debate in
many sectors often becomes buried when
competing against innovation and advance-
ment.
We are entering a world where organs will
be created in hours, biometric identities will
be established in milliseconds, paperless
transactions will occur almost instantaneously
and many aspects of our individual existence
will be subject to some form of monitoring.
Technological advancements have always

eroded privacy on some level, which is why char-
acter and ethics will be more valuable than ever
as humanity evolves.

We already live our lives online through com-
puters, cell phones, eNotarization, digital
imagery, social networking, instant messaging
and the like. GPS units tell us where we are;
advanced medical procedures change our body
chemistry and appearance; and databases keep
track of it all.

We have also experienced what the dark
reaches of the human element are capable of
achieving with technology. Mortgage fraud,
identity theft, terrorism, corporate graft, unau-
thorized monitoring and privacy erosion make
headlines every day.

As technology becomes faster, smarter,
stronger and ever more ubiquitous, humankind
will need to grow more vigilant and ingenious
to guard against those individuals who might
exploit or abuse such power.

Technology And Humans: A Joint Evolution
While the Great Pyramid of Giza ranks as

one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient
World, they serve as a stark reminder of the
limitations of all technology. The builders
designed the pyramid as a monument to the
greatness of their pharaoh and as an impreg-
nable vault to safeguard earthly treasures and
begin the mystical journey into the afterlife.
But grave robbers quickly found a way inside
and looted it. Without people to watch over it,
the pyramid became vulnerable in much the
same way as technology in the computer age
has become vulnerable. 

In the next half cen-
tury, the prime challenge
for humans will lie in
keeping up with the pace
of technological advance-
ment. This is particularly
true in the world of com-
puters, where researchers
are trying to develop sys-
tems that can think for
themselves.

“We’ll either have
serious AI (Artificial
Intelligence) or not, and if
we do, the world will be
drastically changed,” said
Eliezer Yudkowski, author
and research fellow at the
Singularity Institute for
Artificial Intelligence. 

“The human brain is
about three times the size of a chimpanzee’s.
All the changes that have occurred have been
the result of the rise of human intelligence over
tens of thousands of years. But if you want six
times the processing power in a computer, you
only have to wait five years,” said Yudkowski,
noting that the potential of computer intelli-
gence is millions of times greater than that of
human intelligence.

The question seems to be how humankind
will keep up.

“We humans co-evolve with our technol-
ogy. As we develop machines to do things we
used to do, we gain the ability to do things
we couldn’t do before. We’re not slaves to

The year is 2057. You’re fast asleep on your open-cell mem-
ory foam bed, while your smart-house’s computerized
domestic system — affectionately called “Rita” — retrieves
fresh fruit from your pantry and mixes your smoothie. At the
same time, Rita lays out your jumpsuit — which is 
temperature-regulated to cope with global warming — and
prepares today’s schedule. 

An unobtrusive simulated-sunlight device gradually
warms your face, using light-emitting diodes to awaken you
from a pleasant slumber. You slowly open your eyes to see
the bio-scan bar moving overhead, taking your body temper-
ature and reading your vital signs. 

“Your REM sleep was successful, and you are in a pleas-
ant mood today,” says Rita’s computerized voice. “However,
your white blood cell count is only 3200 CMM, so I will be
adding X80 to your breakfast beverage. Have a nice day.” 
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It’s the year 2557 B.C. You’re on
the plain of Giza in ancient
Egypt, poring over a set of
architectural drawings made on
papyrus scrolls. You bark an
order to an underling.

Thousands of workers use
pulley rigs and logs to haul
the final blocks up a mud ramp
to the top of the Great
Pyramid. Artisans file in and
out of the entrance to the
tomb. The nearby worker’s vil-
lage is alive with the sounds
of stonecutters and the army
of craftsmen who make this
monument possible.

You feel a sense of pride
at the scientific principles you
use to build the greatest
structure in the world. A ser-
vant refills your chalice as the
pharaoh rides past you in his
chariot, beaming with pride.

As Humanity And Technology Co-Evolve And Our World Changes
Dramatically, Humans Will Be Key In Maintaining Integrity, Security

T
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The changes that have impacted the
Notary office over the past 50 years have

been dramatically more significant than the
changes that have occurred to the office
during the first two millennia of its existence.

And given the pace of current techno-
logical development — with the emergence
of trustworthy and secure eNotarization,
eRecording, eApostilles and digital evi-
dence — it stands to reason that the next
50 years will continue to transform notariza-
tion at exponential rates, incorporating
advancements in document technology,
cyber security and biometric identification.
The future is certainly driving the Notary
office to new levels of professionalism,
value and earnings.

Paper-based transactions will markedly
diminish and eventually become a relic of
the past. Physical journals will no longer be
needed. The technology platforms used to
record transaction information, such as
today’s Enjoa

®
system, are expected to be

widely used, and their most significant trans-
formation will likely lie in smaller, more
portable and more secure versions. The
future of units such as Enjoa might very well
involve multi-purpose personal organization
systems, with the ability to schedule
appointments, update address books, order
supplies and even book airfare, all with the
ease of voice-recognition commands. 

But despite these predicted advances,
the human, face-to-face interaction between
a signer and a Notary will always be central
to notarization. Only a human possesses the
powers of discernment to verify a signer’s
willingness and awareness. 

“I’m always amazed at how often people
forget that technology serves us — not the
other way around,” said Dr. Richard J.

Hansberger, NNA eNotarization Director. “The
technologies Notaries will use in the future
seem astounding to us now — imagine
Notaries being able to receive a document via
their smart-phone, view that document with
the signer personally before them, and nota-
rize that same document on their phone
screen — but the most important thing to
keep in mind is that a notarization involves a
Notary for a key reason.” 

In order to ensure that a transaction is
absent of fraud, imposture, ignorance, men-
tal incapacity or coercion, a Notary must be
in the physical presence of a document
signer. Even in this new era of eNotarization,
many legislators have always been, and likely
always will be, adamant about enforcing this
requirement. This will be especially important
in future decades, when advancements —
and potential exploitations — of biometric
identification and telepresence become com-
monplace. It will also be important to avoid
those individuals who want a fast, easy and
cheap transaction that sacrifices security.

“It’s the Notary who forges the relation-
ship with a signer and earns repeat business
in doing so, not the technology; and it’s the
Notary who is able to detect fraud in subtle
nuances and screen signers for willingness
and awareness, not the technology. Human-
to-human personal interaction is and will
always be a key component in every notariza-
tion,” said Hansberger.

Even if the identifying methods become
more streamlined and more penetrating,
such as when signers present smart-cards or
even provide DNA samples, the human
Notary and the human signer must always
meet face-to-face. No holographic transport
or remote DNA analysis will ever suffice in
determining willingness and awareness. 

Notaries Will Remain The 
Cornerstone Of Secure Transactions 

Notaries Will Remain The 
Cornerstone Of Secure Transactions 
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technology, but any new thing that we invent and
use will change the way we live and the way we
think,” said nanotechnologist Chris Phoenix, director
of research at the Center for Responsible
Nanotechnology.

Many scientists believe the near future will likely
include far more household robotics, according to a
survey conducted by the Institute for the Future and
Spectrum, the publication of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE). Products such
as the sensor-driven automated vacuum iRobot
Roomba are a preview of how robotic or automated
products will take over many routine tasks at home
and in the office. 

More than half of the IEEE respondents believe
that nanotechnology — the science of building
devices, such as electronic circuits, from single atoms
and molecules — will go from the experimental stage
to commercial viability. 

The IEEE respondents believe that “smartdust”
technology — miniature sensor transmitters that are
sprinkled onto an area, such as a battlefield, to ana-
lyze the environment — will be widely deployed in
sensor networks. They also foresee smart-tag tech-
nologies such as Radio Frequency ID (RFID) — an
automatic identification method which stores and
retrieves information using radio waves and transpon-
der devices — replacing conventional bar codes.

All this technology involves information process-
ing, but it’s still up to us to determine how to use
the information.

The future also may see a major change in how
we define terms like “face-to-face” and “hands-on.”

In a recent New Scientist magazine report survey-
ing several eminent scientists, Robert Ballard,
renowned undersea explorer and discoverer of the

Titanic wreck, predicted that a global network of high-
bandwidth cables will “wire the world” within the next
50 years. As arcane as that may sound, the increased
bandwidth will eventually allow people to travel elec-
tronically rather than physically. Ballard explained that
telepresence — sending sensory feedback from a
tele-operator or tele-robot to a human at a remote
site — is already being used in undersea exploration.
But even telepresence requires the human element: it
involves a tele-robot and a human operator.

Prediction magazine asked a psychic, an
astrologer, a science fiction writer and a scientist to
predict life 50 years from now, and they forecasted
that people will carry around a “smart-card” contain-
ing their medical information, financial reports, driver’s
license information, criminal records and other per-
sonal data, which will also record their activities and
track their movements. They also envisioned 3-D
videoconferencing.

With all the attention being paid to identity theft
and fraud, identity technology has become big busi-
ness and will radically change they way we prove who
we are. The driver’s licenses and passports we use
today may be replaced by any number of options.

Optical scanning, which is already being used to
limit access to certain classified government buildings,
is expected to become a primary method of identify-
ing individuals to allow access to computer databases
or entrances into buildings and rooms. 

Identity through mathematical analysis of ran-
dom patterns in the iris — which is statistically more
accurate than DNA testing, according to a recent
Stanford University report — is already being inte-
grated into automatic teller machines in Asia and
even the United States. 

Continued on page 34
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Continued from page 32
The Stanford report explained that other

methods of biometric recognition include finger-
printing, hand geometry, nailbed identification
(based on the shape of structures underneath the
fingernail), palm prints, facial recognition and reti-
nal scan. Identification methods involving
behavioral characteristics include signature
dynamics and voice recognition. Iris and retina
scans are the most accurate of all biometric tech-
niques and, currently, the most costly.

But here again, human involvement is key.
All of these systems require information to be
gathered, stored and managed. A database con-
taining this type of information would represent
a treasure trove ripe for the looting, just like the
pyramids. Humans can help keep out the data
robbers and hackers.

Future Criminals: 
Advancement Brings New Threats 

In the future, when technology and discov-
ery make life more convenient, it will be more
convenient for the world’s honest and dishonest
individuals alike. 

“Criminals will be more sophisticated —
they’ll have to be just to stay around, just to
keep up with the tools that are being created to
prevent their actions,” said Dr. Max More,
strategic futurist and chairman of the Extropy
Institute. “The nature of the crimes will change;
perhaps certain crimes will become
harder to commit. Even now, surveil-
lance equipment and tracer
chemicals make it harder to get
away with many crimes.” 

While the future may see
a major decrease in tradi-
tional crimes like robberies
and muggings, which can
be visibly witnessed and
captured on surveillance
devices, far more destruc-
tive, less observable
crimes might take their
place. Incidents of
criminals raiding
some corporate or
government database
to steal people’s finan-

cial and identity information are
already increasing steadily today.
While technology is expected to

enhance our ability to protect ourselves,
that same technology has the potential to vic-
timize us.
In a Discovery Channel program called

“2057,” Theoretical Physicist Michio Kaku
said that one of the most dangerous forms of
computer hacking is social hacking, in which
the thief accesses a government or corporate

You take a stroll in the park and stop at an ice cream
kiosk. You raise your hand to the financial transaction scan-
ner to call up your credit card account, only the scanner
doesn’t recognize you. You try again as a family in line
behind you huffs impatiently.

You hurry home, only to find that the security system on
you house doesn’t recognize you, either — not your iris,
your palm print, your facial features. Nothing.

That’s when you see someone emerge from your
garage in your Nano-Mobile 3000 and you realize that
your livelihood, your very essence, has been stolen. Not
just your possessions, but your ability to function. The
whole world runs on inter-connected databases, and
every single one of them now thinks you’re the impostor.

computer using a password stolen from some-
one he or she knows. Once the breach has been
made, “[social hackers] can paralyze a modern
city … and they can collapse the entire econ-
omy,” according to Kaku. 

Nearly 55 percent of the IEEE/Spectrum sur-
vey respondents believe

that prosthetic retinas
will be commercially
available in the near
future, and 67 percent

believe that rapid DNA
sequencing will become

affordable. If these pre-
dictions were to come
true, criminals would be
able to replicate retinas
to fool eye-scanners,
and DNA sequencing
could be manipulated to

steal someone’s identity. 
Also, while the new

computer technology will
likely produce immeasurable

benefits to humanity, its
power may open up new levels

of corruption. RFID technology
has already been shown to be a

great improvement over printed bar code
scanning, but it has also been shown to have
devastating consequences when compromised.
According to a BBC News report, weaknesses in
the smart-tag technology leave RFID transpon-
ders extremely vulnerable to hackers. Security
researchers found that RFID viruses could easily
spread and subvert corporate databases. 

Most observers
agree on one impor-
tant point: Defining
what constitutes
“proper use” of a
yet-to-be-discov-
ered technology is
difficult. 

“Given human-
ity’s known ethical
track record and
the potential power
of some of these
technologies, we
may have no choice
but to look for bet-
ter-than-human
ethics if we’re
going to survive,”
said Yudkowski. “If
people who don’t
know what they’re
doing mess around
with smarter-than-
human intelligence (like ours, but millions of
times faster, such as AI), instant certain death
might not be an exaggeration.”

Ethics And Character: 
The Key To Protecting Humanity

One of the lessons of history that often gets
lost in the buzz over new technological
advancements is the fact that technology has no
ethics. The humans who use it and how they use
it determine whether its results are helpful or
harmful, virtuous or malicious. 
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It’s rush hour. The roads aren’t
gridlocked because many people
work via holographic commute. But
you’re a Notary, and your job
requires old fashioned “face-to-
face” time, so your Nano-Mobile
3000, reading the pre-programmed
longitude and latitude, transports
you to meet a client.

That evening, back at home, you
get a call from a client on your video-
projection bracelet asking you to
notarize a loan document, but he’s
stuck on another planet — literally.
He says he can only appear to you
by holograph. The three-dimensional
image projected of him pacing back
and forth hovers above your
bracelet, as he tries to convince you
to notarize his holograph. But you
refuse.

You have no way of knowing
whether he’s being pressured or his
image is being manipulated by
holo-jackers. He stomps his feet,
but you hold firm.
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“We will have a lot of new choices to make
about what kind of people we want to be, and it will
take all our human wisdom as well as all our techni-
cal skill to navigate those choices,” Phoenix said.

Researchers in Israel have created a prototype
“bio-computer” that uses DNA instead of silicon
chips. Many bioethicists and scientists question the
ethical or even practical purpose of such experiments.
While this type of technology is in the extremely pre-
mature stages, a World Future Society forecast for the
next 25 years speculates that the Israeli researchers’
development may someday allow a computer to con-
nect to a human brain. “That would be like somehow
connecting a toaster to my arm just so I could make
toast, or building an airplane by strapping a jet
engine onto a bird. Humans were not designed for
that,” said Yudkowski.

“Smart” programs, which entail computer
responses and programmed robotic “learning” ele-
ments, are probable in the next 50 years. But even
smart programs will involve the human components of
our brain and our hands. Countless attempts at pass-
ing the Turing test — the artificial intelligence test
that evaluates a computer’s ability to mimic human
responses — have failed, and many scientists do not
believe we will create a “thinking” computer in the
next 50 years. 

But even if we were to resolve this issue, comput-
ers that could “think” on their own would not be able
to replace humans. Several human traits, including
emotion, instinct and the ability to discern subtle
inferences, will not likely be accurately reproducible
with computer code. 

It’s highly unlikely that any future technology —
even artificial intelligence — will ever be able to dupli-
cate high moral standards, integrity and honesty.

These are human-specific characteristics and will be
vital in protecting future society — not just in prevent-
ing wrongdoings, but also in correcting a problem
after an error or breach, or restoring a victim’s situa-
tion after a crime. 

Amidst the technological advancements and
countless currently unfathomable discoveries our
world will experience in the next 50 years, the human
element will almost certainly evolve, perhaps radically. 

“Humans are not fixed; in the future we’re not
going to be ‘human’ the way we once were — even
now, we are very different than we were in the past,
with such advancements as metal hips and contact
lenses. In the future, sophisticated technologies will be
more widely used in our bodies,” said More. 

And perhaps one of the greatest challenges will be
resisting the temptation to let ever-increasingly power-
ful machines make decisions for us.

“The combined intelligence of all human brains is
relatively fixed at 1026 calculations per second. By 2056,
our non-biological intelligence will be a trillion times
greater than this in terms of hardware, and will also be
vastly superior in software due to many generations of
redesign,” predicted Ray Kurzweil — the principal
developer of the first omni-font optical character recog-
nition, among other noteworthy developments — in the
New Scientist report. Kurzweil added, however, that this
does not mean intelligent machines will take over in an
alien-like invasion. 

As More explained: “I doubt that the traditionally
viewed ‘machines versus humans’ [concept] will be
accurate. It’s more a matter of how we will integrate
into our technology and how we will make the most
sensible choices as we do that. It’ll be more the con-
cept of us coming together in many ways, and in that
sense, humans will be vital in our future.” 
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significantly overdue and there has been no response or
interest from the renter to resolve the situation.

When the financial institution decides to remove the
box and open it, state laws may require an impartial
Notary to inventory the contents. The
Notary completes a preprinted certificate,
listing the items in the box, and the bank
keeps this document on file. If you keep
a journal (which is always a good idea
regardless of state law), you would have
the supervising bank officer and any
witnesses sign it. 

THE CASE OF THE ACE SHOOTER: It was
one of those balmy days when the call
came in. He asked if I could notarize his buddy’s golf
scorecard to prove that his chum had shot a hole in one. I
don’t blame him — two things I never take at face value:
coincidences and aces on the links. Anyway, he was out of
luck because we weren’t in Washington — the only state in
which Notaries are allowed to certify an event or act. 

What Washington State Notaries are actually notarizing
in these situations is a document that describes the act,
performance or other event. The Notary certifies the
validity of the document’s statements either through
personal knowledge of the event or through satisfactory
evidence of the event from the word of a credible witness
who observed the event and is personally known to 
the Notary. 

Washington Notaries shouldn’t notarize the
document if they were involved in the event, as it would
undermine the Notary’s impartiality. Notaries shouldn’t
make any commercial endorsements or testimonials
using this form of notarization, and they should avoid
situations that require them to make subjective
judgments. In other words, a hole in one is a hole in one
— it’s observable and factual. But claiming someone is a
good golfer is a matter of opinion. 

Washington’s short-form certificate says, in part, “I
certify that the event or act described in this document
has occurred or been performed.”

THE CASE OF THE NOTARIAL ACT THAT REFUSED TO

DIE: In my racket, swindlers, moochers and
deadbeats are a dime a dozen. And sometimes you
have to deal with them the way people have dealt
with them for centuries — with a protest. 

Around the Pioneer Days and on into the early
20th Century, protests were among the most common
notarial acts. Before financial institutions had telegraphs,
computers and other electronic means of communicating,
people who were owed money needed a way to
establish their legal claim. So they’d turn to a Notary as a
trusted third party.

Though technology has made protests largely
obsolete, most states still permit them. A protest is a
declaration written by a Notary that says a debt hasn’t
been honored. The Notary must personally present the

declaration to the debtor — an action
called presentment. If the debt still isn’t
paid, the Notary issues a certificate of
protest to the creditor. Among the items
a complete certificate typically should
note are the creditor’s name and the
reason given by the debtor for refusing
to pay. Protests can be complicated, and
it’s best not to perform one unless the
Notary is familiar with all of the required

steps or is acting under the supervision of a person
experienced with the procedure, such as a bank officer
or attorney. 

You never can tell who’s going to come through your
door or what they’re going to want. Whenever an unusual
or unfamiliar request comes up, consult your state Notary
handbook or Web site, or call the NNA Hotline. Never
panic or allow yourself to be pressured into doing
something you’re not 100 percent sure you understand. 

In the end, remember, there’s nothing unusual about
wanting to do it right. 

I was happy to close the journal on these cases. In
my line of work, there’s no time to look back — to stay
alive, you need to live in the present. Now though, it’s
late, and it’s time for me to get out of here. I like to leave
the building in the shadow of darkness. Fog and rain are
good, too. Really adds to the Notary mystique. 

*NNA Staff Writer Michael 
Mink assisted Mr. Spade 
with this article. 
—The Editors
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A WELL-KNOWN GUMSHOE DOES SOME ‘SPADE’ WORK

TO SOLVE THREE CASES OF BIZARRE NOTARIZATIONS.

It was late. The moon was full and the rain was
pounding. I’d worked a long day doing

notarizations and was ready to go home. 
Then, she walked in, beautiful and mysterious. A

breath of fresh air blowing in from the stormy night.
I told her if she was looking for an acknowledgment
or jurat, I was fresh out of forms. She said that
wouldn’t be necessary. What she needed was the
contents of a safe deposit box inventoried. 

The request made me, well, perplexed — a word
I rarely use. Turns out she was a bank executive with
an abandoned safe deposit box. Seems its owner had
dropped off the face of the earth. Now I’m not the
brightest bulb in the pack, but something told me this
was one woman you didn’t want to cross. So I
validated her parking ticket by paying for it out of
pocket, no questions asked. 

The next morning, after a sleepless night
thinking about her request, I called the NNA Hotline

to ask if I could do it. The counselor told me that a)
sleep is precious, and b) inventorying an abandoned
safe deposit box was indeed a notarial act in many
states, including mine. Then he said something that I
remember like it was yesterday — “You just received
an unusual notarization request.” 

It suddenly hit me like a stack of journals:
Anything that isn’t an acknowledgment or jurat just
might fall into this category. I immediately started
doing research on other unusual notarial acts from
around the country. Whatever forces were driving
me, I still haven’t figured out, but here’s what 
I found: 

THE CASE OF THE ABANDONED BOX: As strange as
it might seem, people sometimes do abandon or
forget about their safe deposit boxes. Or sometimes
the parties just die, naturally or unnaturally — you
get the idea. In many states, Notaries might be asked
to inventory the contents of a box if the rent is

INVESTIGATING UNUSUAL
NOTARIAL ACTS
INVESTIGATING UNUSUAL
NOTARIAL ACTS
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By Sam Spade*,
Notary Detective

In the end, 
remember, there’s 
nothing unusual
about wanting to

do it right.
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STAYING AHEAD OF IDENTITY THEFT

than rings and watches — they want the
identities of the deceased.

As citizens have become more guarded
about their personal information, identity
thieves increasingly are turning to the obitu-
ary columns to ply their trade, threatening
the good name and credit of the departed —
and the inheritances intended for their heirs.

In one recent case, a deceased Georgia
man’s family discovered that 21 credit card
applications had been made in his name in
the two weeks following his death. The ID
fraud resulted in a new car and around
$10,000 charged in his name. 

The Identity Theft Resource Center
(www.idtheftcenter.org) reports that in
2004, ID thieves opened some 400,000
checking accounts in the names of deceased
individuals. The goal is to receive credit in
the deceased party’s name, and establish-
ing checking accounts can help facilitate
this goal.

The process is disturbingly simple. All an
identity thief needs is the deceased person’s
name, which leads to other important infor-
mation such as credit history. With the credit
history in hand, the thief may track down the
person’s Social Security number fairly easily.
Acquiring that information can be as simple
as purchasing it on the Internet for under
$20, said Jay Foley, cofounder of the Identity
Theft Resource Center.

The harm isn’t just to the deceased indi-
vidual’s good name and credit. It hits the
survivors, as well. Burned creditors, unaware
of the fraud, could go after the estate for the
amount owed. Although family and heirs
aren’t liable for fraudulent credit activities,

they still face the headaches and expense of
fighting lawsuits or other legal action taken
by creditors.

Here are some tips to protect your
deceased loved one’s identity: 

Limit obituary information. Don’t list the
deceased person’s date and month of birth.
Only list the year of birth, or better yet, just
the age upon death. If possible, avoid citing
the specific city of residence, especially if the
physical address is listed in the phone book. 

Mail copies of death certificates. Send
them to the Social Security Administration, to
the three major credit-reporting bureaus —
Equifax, Experian and TransUnion — and to
all of the deceased party’s creditors. Also
send them to ChexSystems to help prevent
new checking accounts from being opened,
and to the DMV to prevent ID thieves from
getting fraudulent picture IDs.

Follow up. Within a few weeks, request
the individual’s credit report from each of the
major credit bureaus to ensure the actions
have been effective. 

Intercept mail. If need be, make
arrangements with the post office to for-
ward the deceased person’s mail to the
responsible survivor. 

Properly dispose of mail. Once the mail
is intercepted, exercise proper disposal
methods, especially with all correspondence
containing pertinent financial information.
It’s always a good practice to tear it up or
shred it. 

Just as the memories of the people we
care about live on, so can their identities —
unless the proper steps are taken.

— Michael Mink

Even After Death Your
Identity Is At Risk

Grave robbing has long been considered one of the
more despicable of crimes, committed by the lowest of

criminals. Today, thieves are after something more valuable

4 Easy Ways to Order

% Phone:
1-800-US NOTARY

: Online:
www.NationalNotary.org/supplies

) Mail:
NNA Notary Supplies Division
9350 De Soto Ave., P.O. Box 2402
Chatsworth, CA 91313-2402

& Fax:
1-800-833-1211 (24 Hours)

NNA Member Prices
Not a member? To save up to 40% on 
this and future orders, add one of the 
membership options below to your order
and write “new” in the NNAMember 
Number space.

One-year NNA Membership..................$52
Item #1500-012

Two-year NNA Membership ..................$89
Item #1500-024

Three-year NNA Membership .............$126
Item #1500-036

Four-year NNA Membership ...............$163
Item #1500-048

Five-year NNA Membership................$200
Item #1500-060

Additional years available at only $37 per year.

1-800-876-6827
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Phone: 1-800-US NOTARY(ext. 4022)

Fax: 1-818-700-8569

Space Ads: Layout provided by advertiser 
(Quark XPress 6.1 or earlier, EPS or TIFF formats). 
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Color: All ads print full color.
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MasterCard, American Express or Discover.
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The National Notary Association
P.O. Box 2402, Chatsworth, CA 91313-2402 
Call 1-800-US NOTARY (1-800-876-6827) ext. 4022 
or fax 1-818-700-8569

The National Notary makes no independent
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by The National Notary or the National Notary
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the NNA’s member benefits program.
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‘12 STEPS TO A FLAWLESS
NOTARIZATION’

This handy book clearly 
explains the 12 simple steps to
performing problem-free 
notarizations. Includes how to
identify signers, why you should
scan a document, how to fill out
Notary certificate wording,
and more.
Softcover, 48 pages, 51⁄2" x 81⁄4".

Item #5144 

NNA Members: $8.95
Non-members: $14.00

ID TAG
Item #5838 

NNA Members: $3.95
Non-members: $5.00

Sold separately

MINI PADLOCK
Item #5837 

NNA Members: $2.95
Non-members: $4.00

Inkless Thumbprinter

Compact touch pad.
Special inking solution 
wipes away clean.
Makes up to 600 prints.
Item #5661 

NNA Members: $9.95
Non-members: $13.00

For Traveling Notaries…
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NUTS AND BOLTS

DEFINING CREDIBLE WITNESSES
In this expanding world of international

commerce and electronic transactions,
Notaries don’t always personally know their
signers. And when an unknown signer can-
not present adequate identification, the
signer’s identity often may be verified using
the sworn statement of a credible identify-
ing witness. 

A credible witness must know the
signer and be known by the Notary. For
example, let’s say a Notary’s boss has a
friend who needs a notarization. However,
the recently married friend only has an ID
card in her maiden name, while the docu-
ment to be notarized uses her married
name. In this case, the boss may serve as a
credible witness since he knows the signer
by her married name and is known by the
employee, creating a chain of personal
knowledge.

In a few states, such as Florida and Cali-
fornia, a Notary may rely on the oath or
affirmation of two credible witnesses who are
both strangers to the Notary as long as they
each have proper documentary identification
and are not affected by the transaction.

CHOOSING AN IMPARTIAL THIRD PARTY
Even if not expressly addressed in state

law, the witness should be an impartial third
party without a personal interest — financial,
emotional or otherwise — in the transaction
at hand. This rules out using signers’
spouses, parents, siblings and children as
witnesses, especially when the document
involves a real estate or financial transaction,
since there may be a direct or potential
monetary benefit. In general, close family

members make poor witnesses because of
an emotional connection to the signer that
could undermine their impartiality.

Three normally acceptable and available
options when seeking a neutral witness are
the signer’s friend, neighbor or co-worker.

THE SIGNATURE AND OATH PROCEDURES
The procedure for relying on a credible

witness typically requires the Notary to indi-
cate that such a method was used to
identify the signer by signifying (either by
writing or check-boxing) “credible witness”
and writing the witness’ name in the appro-
priate section of the journal entry. If the
witness is personally known, the Notary
should also note this. If two witnesses
unknown to the Notary are being used, the
Notary should write in next to their names
the types of ID they present, along with
each ID’s issuance or expiration date. 

Next, each witness should sign the jour-
nal in this “identification of signer” space.
Keep in mind that the principal signer —
not the witness — is the only one who
signs the journal area designated for “signa-
ture of signer.”

The Notary should administer an oath
or affirmation to the witness, using wording
such as: “Do you solemnly affirm (or swear)
that the signer is who he or she claims to
be (so help you God)?” No separate jurat
certificate is necessary, since this is not a
notarial act, but merely part of the identifi-
cation process for the current notarization. 

Only the principal signer — not the
witness — signs the actual document. And,
as always, only the Notary signs the notarial
wording area or certificate.

Understanding Credible
Identifying Witnesses
CREDIBLE IDENTIFYING WITNESSES ARE OFTEN USED TO IDENTIFY SIGNERS.

BUT NOT ALL NOTARIES UNDERSTAND EXACTLY WHAT A CREDIBLE WITNESS

IS AND HOW THE PROCESS OF EMPLOYING THIS THIRD PARTY WORKS.

• Requirements for every 
notarial act 

• How to identify signers 

• Certificate wording for 
every notarization

• Wording for oaths

• Record, seal and
bond requirements

• How to renew your 
commission

Your state “Notary Law Primer”
gives you the know-how to carry
out any notarial act with ease and
confidence. In easy-to-understand
terms, you’ll get the practical 
guidance you need.

Includes all the laws that 
regulate Notaries in your state
and a reprint of the official state
Notary handbook.

Arizona  .  .  . Item #5130
California  .  . Item #5120
Colorado  .  .  .  . Item #5143
Florida  .  .  . Item #5121
Georgia  .  .  . Item #5148
Hawaii  .  .  . Item #5132
Illinois  .  .  . Item #5137
Massachusetts  . Item #5146
Michigan .  .  . Item #5135

Minnesota  .  . Item #5149
Missouri  .  .  . Item #5122
Nebraska  .  . Item #5147
Nevada  .  .  . Item #5134
New Hampshire  .Item #5151
New Jersey  .  . Item #5131
New Mexico  . Item #5145
New York  .  . Item #5125
North Carolina . Item #5129

Ohio  .  .  .  . Item #5141
Oregon  .  .  . Item #5128
Pennsylvania  .  . Item #5136
Tennessee  .  . Item #5142
Texas  .  .  .  . Item #5123
Utah  .  .  .  . Item #5127
Virginia  .  .  . Item #5150
Washington  . Item #5124

A Must-Have for Notaries
State ‘Notary Law Primers’

‘Notary Law Primer’
Softcover, 124 pages, 5 1⁄4" x 8 3⁄8"
$20.00 for Non-members $14.95

TO ORDER 
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827) NationalNotary.org/SuppliesONLINE:

© 2007 National Notary Association

MAIL OR FAX: COMPLETE 
THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 49

S o u rce Code

A32606
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HOTLINE

many documents these days that are both
drafted and filed in my home state. It’s
taken a great deal of research to sort out
the nuances and complexities of handling
such transactions. This experience becomes
valuable in my role as a Hotline counselor
because every day, scores of calls come in
from Notaries across the nation with ques-
tions about how to handle interstate and
international notarizations.

Recently, T.D. of Los Angeles, Califor-
nia, was faced with an interesting dilemma
regarding an international notarization. I
gave him a clear course of action:

May I notarize a document that is to
be filed in Canada? If so, should I use the
jurat wording that is already on the docu-
ment or the California jurat wording?

A California Notary may notarize a docu-
ment to be filed in Canada or any other
foreign country as long as the Notary is within
the geographic boundaries of California at the
time of notarization. As for the jurat wording,
since January 1, 2005, California statute has
required specific verbatim wording for jurats,
and any jurat executed in California must use
that wording no matter where it is going to
be filed. (Government Code, Section 8202[b])

When a loan signing begins before
midnight, but some documents are not
signed until after midnight, what date
goes in the notarial certificate and in
the journal?

G.B., Boaz, Kentucky

Each notarial act must be dated and
recorded in the journal with the date the act
was actually performed. For example, if
three out of four documents are notarized
before midnight on August 12, the notarial
certificates and journal entries for those doc-
uments would be dated August 12. If the
final document is notarized after midnight,
the certificate and journal entry for just this
document would be dated August 13. To
avoid confusion, it is best to schedule all
signings for completion well before or well
after midnight.

Both borrowers’ names are
preprinted on the acknowledgment
form, but only one is appearing before
me. Should I use the form on the docu-
ment or attach a loose certificate? If I
use the wording provided, how do I
show that only one signer appeared
before me? 

S.E., Bascom, Florida

You may either use the certificate pro-
vided, assuming the notarial wording on the
document is correct for your jurisdiction, or
attach one of your own. If you choose to
use the certificate provided, line through the
name of the party who is not appearing
before you and initial and date the correc-
tion. Be sure also to adjust the plurals and
pronouns in the certificate as necessary to
conform to one signer rather than two. The
absent second signer would later have to
appear before you — or any Notary — and
a second certificate would then be attached.

Jurisdiction Issues Can Be
Complicated For Notaries

You can reach 
Denese and all 

our experienced 
Notary Hotline 

counselors at 
1-888-876-0827 

5 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(Pacific Time) Monday

through Friday.

The Internet has made the planet a much smaller place, and
Notaries are handling more and more cross-border trans-

actions. As a longtime California Notary, I don’t notarize very

By Denese Turner
dturner@nationalnotary.org

Hotline answers
are based on laws
in the state where
the question origi-

nated and may
not reflect the laws

of other states. If
in doubt, always

refer to your own
state statutes.

— The Editors

TO ORDER 
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827) NationalNotary.org/TrainingONLINE:

© 2007 National Notary Association
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NATIONAL NOTARY ASSOCIATION
50 Years of Quality Notary Education. State Approved. Nationally Accredited.

TRAINING THAT WORKS
NNA Online Seminars
Professional • Accredited • Certified

Sharpen your skills with fresh, new insights and cutting 
edge innovative tools!

As a leader in Notary education, the NNA offers Online 
Seminars that provide Notary professionals with the tools 
to pursue their lifelong learning objectives. We combine 
technological innovation with quality content and exceptional
customer services to give Notaries the best learning experience
available online. 

We Guarantee Results!

NNA online training offers dynamic courses packed with 
relevant information for every step of your Notary career.

Receive a free one-year NNA membership when you sign up for 
an online training course.

To enroll today, visit www.NationalNotary.org/Training 
or call 1-800-US NOTARY (1-800-876-6827).

Choose from a variety of topics that
meet your Notary needs:

• State-Required Notary Training and Exam Prep
• Certified Notary Signing Agent Training
• eNotarization Training
• Fundamentals of Notarization
• Identity Theft/Fraud Prevention
• Escape Costly Notary Mistakes
• Notary Survival Skills
• Foolproof Notary Solutions



“We’ve always believed there was some kind of hand-
off,” department spokesman Major Chris Blair said. “Of all
the people we interviewed — family, friends, daycare
employees — none of them told us Melinda would have
harmed Trenton. They all described her as a
loving, attentive mother.”

Duckett’s suicide notes also gave rise to
the hope that Trenton is alive. To her
grandparents, she wrote: “Even after my baby
is found, I would not be a good mother.”
Addressing the public, Duckett wrote: “He
[Trenton] was and always will be my essence
and as he grows, I want him to know that.”

Duckett’s adoptive mother, Beth Eubank of
Lockport, New York, refuses to believe her
daughter gave Trenton away. “She fought too
hard to keep him,” Eubank said, adding that the
Korea theory was flat-out wrong. “Melinda was adopted at
four months old,” Eubank said. “She never had any
connection to Korea.”

The saga began when Duckett frantically called 911 to
report that her son had been abducted from her Leesburg,
Florida, home on the evening of August 27, 2006.

According to Duckett’s account, Trenton was asleep
in his bedroom at 7 p.m. when she settled down in her
living room to watch a video with two friends. At 9 p.m.,
she checked his room, and he was gone and the screen
window had been cut.

The case quickly garnered nationwide attention —
and sympathy for Duckett — as it played on every
parent’s fears. But police attention shifted to Duckett as
details of her contentious relationship with Trenton’s
father, 21-year-old Joshua Duckett, came to light.

An April 2005 complaint to the Department of Children
and Families said Melinda Duckett — who had a long
history of self-mutilation — had threatened to harm
Trenton if his father didn’t come to see her that night.

After the couple’s wedding, police were called to the
Duckett home on several occasions. At one point,
authorities committed Melinda Duckett to a mental
institution for evaluation. Among the diagnoses: obsessive
compulsive disorder with perfectionist personality features.

Melinda Duckett also lost custody of Trenton twice,
getting him back both times. 

In June 2006, Melinda Duckett filed for divorce and
obtained a restraining order against her husband, claiming
he had sent an eMail threatening to kill her and Trenton.
But police discovered that she had faked the eMail. 

The investigation into Trenton’s disappearance
began to focus on an eight-hour drive he and his mother
took the day he went missing. Her divorce attorney,
Kimberly Schulte, told local media that Melinda Duckett

had planned to take Trenton on a daytrip to a shooting
range at the Ocala National Forest, but they got lost.
Police traced Melinda Duckett’s cell phone activity on a
convoluted journey across central Florida.

Police also were prepared to arrest her
on charges related to faking the
threatening eMail from her estranged
husband, but instead decided to follow
her, hoping she would lead them to
Trenton. But the plan backfired.
During a September 7, 2006, taping of CNN’s
“Nancy Grace” show, the talk show host
grilled Trenton’s mother about the case and
about her refusal to take a polygraph exam.
After the show, Melinda Duckett went to her
grandparent’s home in nearby Lady Lake,
where she killed herself with a shotgun. That

night, the “Nancy Grace” episode aired. Schulte later went
on TV and said she had advised her client against taking
the polygraph.

Trenton remains missing and Melinda Duckett’s family
has filed a lawsuit against Grace for wrongful death and for
intentionally inflicting emotional distress. 
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THE STRANGE CASE OF A FLORIDA NOTARY’S 

MISSING SON REMAINS AN UNSOLVED MYSTERY.

On a run-of-the-mill August day last year, Melinda
Duckett did something millions of Americans

had done before her. The 21-year-old central Florida
mother became a Notary Public.

Less than a month later, Duckett’s life would
become anything but run-of-the-mill as the world
searched for her missing 2-year-old son. And two
weeks after that, she would be dead by her own
hand. To some, her suicide was proof of her guilt in
a bizarre crime. To others, it was proof that she acted
out of desperation after being hounded by the media.

Even Duckett’s Notary commission became
fodder for the investigation. When the information
became public earlier this year, police speculated that
she might have used her Notary tools to forge
documents to get her son, Trenton, out of the country
— possibly to Korea, her birthplace.

“We haven’t found anything improper,” said
Detective Rhonda Stroup of the Marion County,

Florida, Sheriff’s Department. According to Stroup,
Duckett’s grandfather said she had been trying to
become a police officer and thought “having any
kind of official status,” such as a Notary commission,
might help.

While the authorities have shifted the focus of
their investigation, they remain unsure if Duckett’s
Notary commission was used in any way in the
disappearance of her son. “We never found anything
she had notarized at all,” Stroup said.

Most recently, the Marion County Sheriff’s
Department put out an alert for a late-model Cadillac
Escalade driven by an Asian or Hispanic couple.
Witnesses saw Duckett and a small child meeting
with the couple a week or so before she reported
that her son had been abducted.

Sheriff’s Department officials believe that the
missing boy is still alive, and the deceased Duckett
remains the primary suspect in the abduction case.

DREAMS OF PERFECTION
GONE AWRY
DREAMS OF PERFECTION
GONE AWRY
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By Michael Lewis
mlewis@nationalnotary.org

Notary Public Melinda Duckett is seen in
this August 29, 2006, photo at a news
conference in Leesburg, Florida. Duckett,
21, was found dead in an apparent suicide
September 8, 2006, after her son Trenton
had been reported missing. Police are still
searching for Trenton. 

COUNTDOWN TO TRAGEDY AND MYSTERY

As chaotic and dramatic as Melinda Duckett’s short life was, it went into
freefall the minute she reported her son’s disappearance. Here is a
timeline of events in the case.

August 27, 2006: Melinda Duckett calls 911 around 9:15 p.m. to report
that her 2-year-old son, Trenton, has been abducted.

September 7, 2006: Melinda is grilled about the case in a taped interview
with TV talk show host Nancy Grace. 

September 8, 2006: Melinda commits suicide. Several hours later, Nancy
Grace (unaware of the suicide) airs the interview.

September 21, 2006: Police name Melinda as their primary child
abduction suspect.

November 15, 2006: Police, citing new evidence, announce that Trenton
is probably alive. They theorize that Melinda gave
him away.

January 2007: Police learn that Melinda became a Notary just weeks
before Trenton disappeared. They investigate the
possibility that she used her commission to forge
documents to get Trenton out of the country.

March 2007: Police search for an “Asian or Hispanic” couple
seen meeting with Melinda before Trenton’s
disappearance.

Source: NNA Research

Trenton Duckett

       



leave you stressed and upset for the rest of
the day. An extra slice of pizza tastes good
at lunch, but it takes hours to work off at
the gym later.

When it comes to charitable giving, the
same principle regarding lingering effects of
small actions applies. According to recent
studies, charitable giving has reached new
heights in the past year — and many contri-
butions totaled less than the cost of an
evening’s entertainment. But a little more
giving by a lot more people has meant very
big gains for those in need.

Following the disastrous Gulf Coast hur-
ricanes and the devastating Asian tsunamis
of 2005, millions of Americans, including a
major force of Notaries, stepped forward
and raised billions of dollars for relief at
home and abroad. And the trend toward
greater giving didn’t slow down in 2006.
According to an annual survey conducted
by the Association of Fundraising Profes-
sionals (AFP), seven out of 10 charities
raised more money last year than in 2005
— the highest increase in six years — with
more than half of the surveyed charitable
groups reporting gains of 20 percent 
or greater.

What has prompted this increase in giv-
ing? Perhaps people are finding that smaller
gifts from individuals are having an 
enormous positive impact on fund 
raising. Millions of dollars in U.S. relief
funds for the Asian tsunamis came from
donations of $50 or less made by people
across the country, according to a 
study by the Center of Philanthropy at 
Indiana University. 

Notaries have shown how individual
giving makes a difference through their

donations to the National Notary Founda-
tion. In addition to contributing to tsunami
and hurricane relief, Foundation donors
have supported a variety of philanthropic
causes, including breast cancer research and
scholarships for students in need at schools
in California, Florida and New York.

Regardless of how much you feel com-
fortable donating — whether it is $10 or
hundreds of dollars — 100 percent of all
Foundation contributions go directly to
helping others, with all administrative costs
absorbed by the NNA. 

When people join together to help 
others, even the smallest efforts can pro-
duce astonishing results.

Sylvia Ha Vo appreciates that the
National Notary Foundation helps her
to make a big difference with smaller
contributions.

A Notary Signing Agent and
restaurant worker in Vancouver, Wash-
ington, Sylvia was eager to help those
in need through charitable giving. But
it’s not always easy to make large
donations on her income. “Some chari-
ties have a minimum requirement to
contribute $200. I can’t afford that,”
she said.

But through her NNA membership,
she learned she could make affordable
contributions to disaster relief by way
of the National Notary Foundation.

“I think it’s important for everyone
to contribute,” she said. “A small dona-
tion may not seem like a lot by itself,
but every little bit helps.”
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“We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.” — Winston Churchill

THE ART OF GIVING      National Notary Foundation

Even Small Donations Can
Make A Big Difference

We don’t always appreciate the effect that seemingly
small things can have on us. It takes only seconds for

a reckless driver to cut you off on the freeway, but it can 

‘Every Little Bit Helps’

All States: except  AR, CA, FL, HI, MA, MO, NV, 
NY, TX & WA, see state lists; (81⁄2" x 11", unless noted)
•Individual Acknowledgment – #5936
•Corporate Acknowledgment – #5937
•Partnership Acknowledgment – #5938
•Attorney in Fact Acknowledgment – #5939
•Credible Witness Acknowledgment – #5943
•Signature-by-Mark Acknowledgment – #5945
•Proof of Execution by Subscribing Witness – #5944
•Copy Certification by Document Custodian – #5946
•Copy Certification by Notary – #5922
•Jurat with Affiant Statement – #5924

Arkansas: (81⁄2" x 11")
•Individual Acknowledgment – #5947
•Proof of Execution by Subscribing Witness – #5948
•Copy Certification by Notary – #5949
•Jurat with Affiant Statement – #5950

California: (81⁄2" x 11")
•All-Purpose Acknowledgment – #5907
•Proof of Execution by Subscribing Witness – #5908
•Copy Certification by Document Custodian – #5911
•Copy Certification of Power of Attorney – #5242
•Jurat with Affiant Statement – #5910

Florida: (81⁄2" x 7") 
•Individual Acknowledgment – #5181
•Corporate Acknowledgment – #5182
•Official/Trustee Acknowledgment – #5185
•Partnership Acknowledgment – #5183
•Attorney in Fact Acknowledgment – #5184
•Signature-by-Mark Acknowledgment – #5931
•Disabled Person’s Acknowledgment – #5933
•Certification of Photocopy – #5187
•Jurat – #5186
•Signature-by-Mark Jurat – #5930
•Disabled Person’s Jurat – #5932

Hawaii: (81⁄2" x 7", unless noted)
•All-Purpose Acknowledgment – #5921
•Individual Acknowledgment – #5936
•Credible Witness Acknowledgment – #5943
•Signature-by-Mark Acknowledgment – #5945
•Copy Certification by Document Custodian – #5946
•Jurat with Affiant Statement (81⁄2" x 11") – #5924

Massachusetts: (81⁄2" x 11")
•All-Purpose Acknowledgment – #5951
•Signature Witnessing – #5953
•Jurat – #5952
•Copy Certification by Notary – #5922

Missouri: (81⁄2" x 11")
•Acknowledgment by Individual – #5936
•Acknowledgment by Corporation – #5937
•Acknowledgment by Partner – #5938
•Acknowledgment by Attorney in Fact – #5939
•Acknowledgment by Individual Who 

Cannot Write Name – #5940
•Acknowledgment Through Affidavit 

of Executing Witness – #5941
•Certification of Facsimile – #5942
•Jurat with Affiant Statement – #5924

Nevada: (81⁄2" x 7", unless noted)
•Individual Acknowledgment – #5915
•Attorney in Fact Acknowledgment – #5927
•Representative Acknowledgment – #5917
•Credible Witness Acknowledgment – #5918
•Proof of Execution by Subscribing Witness – #5919
•Copy Certification by Document Custodian – #5946
•Copy Certification by Notary – #5920
•Jurat with Affiant Statement (81⁄2" x 11") – #5924

New York: (81⁄2" x 7", unless noted)
•All-Purpose Acknowledgment – #5925
•Proof of Execution by Subscribing Witness – #5926
•Copy Certification by Document Custodian – #5946
•Jurat with Affiant Statement (81⁄2" x 11") – #5924

Texas: (81⁄2" x 7", unless noted)
•Ordinary (Individual) Acknowledgment – #5243
•Credible Witness Acknowledgment – #5943
•Signature-by-Mark Acknowledgment – #5945
•Proof of Execution by Subscribing Witness – #5944
•Copy Certification by Document Custodian – #5946
•Copy Certification by Notary – #5922
•Jurat with Affiant Statement (81⁄2" x 11") – #5924

Washington: (81⁄2" x 11")
•Individual Short-Form Acknowledgment – #5906
•Representative Short-Form Acknowledgment – #5905
•Disabled Person’s Acknowledgment – #5904
•Copy Certification by Document Custodian – #5923
•Copy Certification by Notary – #5922
•Jurat with Affiant Statement – #5924

PAD OF 100 CERTIFICATES
Per pad, mix or match. Complete 
illustrated instructions included. 
Provide item number . . . . . . . . $995

$14.00 for Non-members
3 OR 4 PADS — SAVE 10%
Per pad, mix or match. 
Provide item number . . . . . . . . $895

$12.60 for Non-members
5 OR MORE PADS — SAVE 15%
Per pad, mix or match. 
Provide item number . . . . . . . . $845

$11.90 for Non-members

USE AN NNA NOTARY
CERTIFICATE ANYTIMEYOU:
• Need room for your seal.
• Need correct wording.
• Have signers appear at different times.
• Have signers with multiple 

representative capacities.

EASYTO USE!
• Easy-to-follow, illustrated instructions 

included on the back of each pad.
• Large space for any type of seal imprint.
• Convenient, tear-off pad.
• Includes space for fraud-deterrent information:

Type of document Additional signers
Document date Signer’s thumbprint
Number of pages

Preprinted
wording Illustrated instructions

on the back

TYPICAL CERTIFICATE USES:
Acknowledgment, All-Purpose: The only
acknowledgment wording for California. Used in
place of all other acknowledgment certificates. An
option for Hawaii and New York Notaries.

Acknowledgment, Attorney in Fact: For a person
signing as an attorney in fact on behalf of another
individual not appearing before the Notary.

Acknowledgment, Corporate: For a person 
signing on behalf of a corporation as president, 
vice president, treasurer, secretary or other officer.

Acknowledgment, Credible Witness: For a 
document signer (appearing before the Notary)
identified by a third party who is personally known
to the Notary.

Acknowledgment, Disabled Person: For Notaries
signing on behalf of a disabled individual as 
provided for by state law.

Acknowledgment, Individual: For persons signing
on their own behalf.

Acknowledgment, Individual Short-Form:
For persons signing on their own behalf; Wash-
ington only.

Acknowledgment, Officer/Trustee (Representa-
tive): For a person signing as a public official or
trustee (or representative).

Acknowledgment, Partnership: For a person
signing as a partner on behalf of a partnership.

Acknowledgment, Representative Short-Form:
For a person signing in a representative capacity
(corporate officer, partner, trustee or attorney in
fact); Washington only.

Acknowledgment, Signature-by-Mark: For a 
person who must sign with a mark. Requires two
witnesses in addition to the Notary.

Copy Certification by Notary (Certification of
Photocopy): For Notaries attesting to the accuracy
of a copy.

Copy Certification by Document Custodian: For
use in states that prohibit Notaries from certifying
copies. Document owner (custodian) certifies copy.

Jurat: For documents requiring oaths and 
Notary-witnessed signatures. Contains the jurat
wording, “Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) 
before me….”

Jurat, Disabled Person: For Notaries executing
and signing an oath on behalf of a disabled 
person. Florida only.

Jurat, Signature-by-Mark: For documents 
requiring oath by a person who must sign with a
mark. Florida only.

Jurat with Affiant Statement: Provides space for
signer to type or print his or her own statement
along with jurat wording.

Proof of Execution by Subscribing Witness:
For a person who has witnessed the signing of a 
document by an individual who cannot appear
before the Notary.

PREPRINTED CERTIFICATES TO MEET
YOUR STATE’S REQUIREMENTS
Convenient to use, each certificate is preprinted with the Notary wording required in your state and includes illustrated instructions for
quick signings. Stock up on these Notary certificates and you’ll be prepared for any notarization. 

TO ORDER 
CALL TOLL-FREE:

1-800-US NOTARY
(1-800-876-6827) NationalNotary.org/SuppliesONLINE:

© 2007 National Notary Association

MAIL OR FAX: COMPLETE 
THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 49

S o u rce Code

A32606

               


